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From Indiana to India
M.A. Venkataramanan, chair of the Kelley School’s undergraduate program, has
decided it is important for his students to get a deep understanding of the world as
early as possible. This October, he will be leading a delegation of 60 sophomores on
5

a nine-day tour in and around New Delhi, India.
Investor Fraud Research
At the IU Kelley School of Business
Indianapolis, faculty pride themselves
on emphasizing real-life, relevant
business trends. Associate Professor
of Finance Randall Heron took this
philosophy to the extreme recently
when his research led to an ongoing
7

investigation of investor fraud.
Wisdom of the Ages
Over the years, many magazines, internet sites, and newspapers have featured
articles with plenty of advice and tips for career management. Knowing that the
wisdom gained by Kelley alumni could be of great use to recent graduates, a few
successful alums offer a few tips that may be useful to those at the beginning of
their careers.
14

Accounting Career Options Close to Home
For the Kelley School graduate with an eye on a career in public accounting the
path may seem clear—join a Big Four firm, develop a niche and progress down
a well-defined career path until a senior position—or partnership—is achieved.
It is certainly the path many accounting majors hope to pursue. But it isn’t the only
career path for a CPA.
24
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the corner office

Daniel C . Smith | Dean

I

n his best selling book Good to
Great, Jim Collins distinguishes
between companies that follow
“fox-like” and “hedgehog-like”
strategies. Fox strategies attempt
to account for the myriad of
subtle factors that can affect
business success. In contrast,
hedgehogs appreciate the
complexities of the world
but rather than worry about
every nuance, focus on the few
variables that have the greatest
effect on performance. As you
might guess, truly great companies
are characterized by hedgehog
strategies.
Among our list of critical success
factors, none is more important
than the quality of students who
join us each year. This is where
you can have a major impact on
the success of the School. Now
is the season when high school
seniors are narrowing their choices
of colleges. Are you, or do you
know, a parent of a prospective
undergraduate student? Do you
know a solid co-worker who
should consider pursuing an MBA?
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The Fox, the Hedgehog and Your Role

In attracting the best to the Kelley
School, nothing is more powerful
than an endorsement from you,
one of our successful alums.
You undoubtedly have a host of
reasons why a prospective student
should attend IU and the Kelley
School. Here are a few more to
sprinkle into your conversations:
• Over 400 companies
conducted more than
14,000 interviews at the
Kelley School.
• Business Week ranks the
Kelley undergraduate
program among the top 10
in the nation overall
and No. 4 among
corporate recruiters.
• Every major area of study
is ranked among the top
10 in the nation among
public schools.
• Kelley MBA students
increase their annual
income by over 80 percent.

• There is only one
school where working
professionals can earn a
top-20 MBA online—
our Kelley Direct Program.
• Kelley faculty are ranked
No. 1 in the nation for
MBA core teaching quality
by Business Week and by
Princeton Review.
• Kelley faculty are authors
of seven No. 1-selling
selling textbooks and
are ranked in the top 20
in the world for their
research productivity.
We often ask students “How
did you learn about the Kelley
School?” Our goal this year is to
dramatically increase the number
of those who say: “From one
of your alumni.” Thank you in
advance for helping us attract
the very best and in doing so,
helping in our never-ending
quest to remain one of greatest
business schools in the world.

www . kelle y . iu . edu

prime time
Kelley Sophomores to Gain Global View
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New Delhi, who also will get a chance
to meet and have an impact on these
students.

Tremendous potential
In 1981, shortly after beginning
his career as an engineer for an Indian
company that made boilers and molding
machines,Venkataramanan was asked by
his employer to travel to Mumbai, India,
for some computer training.
“Our company was thinking of
using computerized records,” recalls
Venkataramanan. “Their idea was maybe
they should buy a PC and put all of
their production plans in a computer,
rather than have sheets and sheets of
paper to work through.
“I saw what technology can do
in making a factory run smoothly,” he
added. “That’s why I got interested in
going into the management of information systems, or a business computing
science kind of degree, because there
was tremendous potential.”
Venkataramanan—known to
many around the Kelley School as
“Venkat”—has gone from learning
about programming without having
a computer in his first Indian college
course to becoming the first person
from that nation to lead a 3,000-student
undergraduate program at the major
U.S. business school.
Venkataramanan say he’s seen his
homeland make a tremendous amount
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In his best best-seller The World Is
Flat: A Brief History of the 21st Century,
Thomas Friedman predicts that the next
phase of globalization is going to feature
“more people from more places, on
more days, in more ways,” being able
to collaborate and compete more on
different kinds of work. One place
where this is especially evident is India.
Many of America’s top business
schools already provide MBA students
with an opportunity to see this trend
up close. M.A.Venkataramanan, chair
of the Kelley School’s undergraduate
program, has decided it is important
for his students to get as deep an understanding of this, as early as possible.
This October, he will be leading a
delegation of 60 sophomore directadmitted students on a nine-day tour
of companies and government in and
around New Delhi, India. They also will
see many of India’s precious cultural
sites, including the Red Fort, the Pearl
Mosque and the Taj Mahal.
The students will enroll in a special
semester-long course, “International
Dimensions,” that will focus on
emerging global economies, with India
being the primary example. Faculty
from India Studies will join peers from
the Kelley School in preparing students
for their trip.
Dean Dan Smith will join Venkataramanan and other Kelley faculty
in hosting a reception for alumni in

of progress in the last 25 years.
Outsourcing, a topic that has generated
much debate here, is only a part of the
Indian success story.
“The opening of the Indian
markets made a big difference. Now,
when I go there, the difference is almost
non-existent,” he says.
“When we take our students
on trips to Bangalore to show what
is going on with all of the business
process outsourcing and technology
outsourcing, it opens their eyes,”
Venkataramanan adds.
Venkataramanan explains that
undergraduate business education
remains an area where U.S. programs
vastly exceed what is available in India.
While more than 300 MBA programs
and numerous other management institutes exist there, there is not a dedicated
undergraduate business school in India.
He believes there are opportunities
for more future Indian business leaders
to learn about U.S. best practices.
“Just like with technology in the
1980s, right now Indian business craves
for people with business skills, but there
is still a gap between the employer’s
expectation of the business knowledge
of someone coming into a company
and what most employees there know,”
says Venkataramanan, who is also a
professor of decision sciences. “There
is really a quantum difference in how
we approach it at the Kelley School of
Business, and I think such a gap will
naturally narrow in the future.”
“With the revolution going on, the
growth rate being so high in India, they
are going to need all of these business
professionals in a big way,” he added. “I
have a feeling that they will ingeniously
develop some of it, but it is much easier
to collaborate by sending students here
to learn how this is done in America.”
“The more and more students
come here and go back to run their
own companies or move up the corporate ladder ... then I think we’ll see the
gap narrow,” he explains.
A follow-up article on the October
tour will appear in the next issue of
Kelley magazine.



Teaming Up

Case Competitions at Kelley

Case competitions are an increasingly popular way for business students to practice and
demonstrate their “real-world” analytical and presentation skills while networking with executives,
potential recruiters, and their peers from other business schools. For the school, it’s a great way
to showcase the quality of talent at Kelley to a broader audience. Since 1996, teams from Kelley’s
MBA program have placed in the top three in nearly 30 national case competitions. In 2004, a
group from Kelley won the global prize title in the prestigious A.T. Kearney’s Global Prize Case
Competition, beating out participants from Harvard School of Business and MIT, among other
prestigious institutions. Here is the latest news from some recent high-profile competitions.

enables students to sharpen the skills needed
to perform well at such competitions. This
victory was the result of teamwork on the part
of many dedicated faculty and administrators,
among them, Paul Friga, Susan Vargo, Jeanette
Heidewald, and Darryl Neher. We made use of
every resource to prepare for it.”
In the MBA program, faculty members
such as Friga, a clinical associate professor and
head of the MBA Consulting Academy, vest
many hours working with students to hone
their skills and prepare for the competitions.
The faculty team at Kelley is now making a
similar push at the undergraduate level—and
achieving great results so far.

Accounting students dominate

When Amitha Harsha started the MBA in
accounting program at Indiana University’s
Kelley School of Business in the fall, hanging
out with high school students wasn’t on
her agenda.
Harsha’s advisory role in Bloomington’s
MBA students slide into first in “Race & Case” competition		
first high school case competition not only
At the third-annual Daniels “Race & Case” competition in February, MBA students from 12
matched her with a group of teenagers for
business schools across the nation competed for top honors in a rather unusual way: on the ski
three weeks, it won her and partner Robyn
slopes of Denver.
Hunter top honors at the regional meeting
Kelley students won first place in the case portion of the competition and eighth in
of national accounting fraternity Beta Alpha
Psi (BAP) in Dearborn, Michigan. Kelley’s
skiing for an overall ranking of fourth place. Race & Case was presented Feb. 9-12 by the
BAP members competed against more than
University of Denver’s Daniels College of Business and focused on managerial ethics in the
50 other schools, receiving two first prizes
corporate environment.
and one second prize in the three “best
IU’s winning team was composed of Gabriel Cohen, Jen Campbell, Tyler Hacking, Tom
practices”
categories.
Kirby, Craig Milham and Kristen Wagner.
In
addition
to Hunter and Harsha’s first
of
the
IU
team’s
winning
strategy
was
to
meet
twice
a
week
leading
up
to
the
Part
competition and allow team members to “own” their areas of expertise. The group decided
place win in the “Promoting Financial
on an outcome at the start, working backward through the logic of the argument. “I learned
Literacy” category for their “Accounting for
as much from watching other people’s presentation styles as I learned about business ethics and
the Future” high school case competition,
how to develop a logical framework,” says first-year MBA student Cohen. “I think we were
Brad Collins and Matt Haakinson won first
unanimous in saying it was the best team experience we’d ever had.”
place in the “Chapter Operations” category
for innovations the chapter has incorporated
into
its professional events. Tina Dressel
Undergrads take home more than second
and
Jason
Hamill won second place in the
When the Kelley team of undergraduate business majors placed second this February at what
“Strategic Planning” category with a
many consider the Olympics of case competitions, the news made waves across Kelley.
The University of Southern California’s Marshall International Case Competition is the largest proposal for overhauling the national chapter
awards system.
case competition in the United States. Twenty-four teams from the best business schools around
“My relationship with the students evolved
the world participate by invitation only. At the event, each team is given about 22 hours to work
out a solution to a business challenge posed by a leading corporation.
from an advisor to that of a mentor and friend,”
It wasn’t just the news that the Kelley School team’s second-place finish was a razor’s edge away says Harsha. “It was refreshing to spend time
with the students, and I genuinely enjoyed
from first that made a splash at Kelley. And it wasn’t just that the Kelley team did well. “Kelley
working with and getting to know them. I
teams have always done well in the event,” explains Rod Haywood, the faculty advisor on the
look forward to playing an advisor role this
trip. “In the past, they have finished third. This year, however, was unusual in the sense that not
coming fall.”
only did we have stellar students, we have for the first time put a structure in place at Kelley that
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Investor Fraud Focus Shines Light on Heron

Professor of Finance, Randall Heron
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Kelley School of Business, faculty
pride themselves on emphasizing reallife, relevant business trends in their
research and teaching. Professor Randall Heron took this philosophy to the
extreme recently when his research led
to an ongoing investigation of investor
fraud at companies across the nation.
Heron, an associate professor of
finance at Kelley-Indianapolis, did
research with Erik Lie of the University of Iowa that revealed that many
companies were “backdating” stock
option grants for corporate executives.
Backdating allows executives to choose
the time at which stock options are
granted, even if the date is days or even
months in the past. This enables the
executives to lock in lower purchase
prices and benefit from stock price
increases that have already occurred.
In their study forthcoming in the
Journal of Financial Economics, Heron
and Lie examined the stock price
behavior around executive stock option grants both before and after the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) changed
the reporting requirements for option
grants. Prior to the regulatory change,
implemented in 2002, option grants to
executives did not have to be reported

until 45 days after the close of the company’s fiscal year. Beginning on that date,
option grants are to be reported to the Securities and Exchange Commission
within two days of the grant decision.
Heron and Lie found that a pattern of significant stock price declines leading
up to executive option grants followed by significant stock price increases following the grants, which was present prior to the regulatory change, disappeared
for firms that filed their option grants with the SEC within one day of the grant
decision in the post-SOX period. They also found that roughly one-fifth of the
option grants made since the regulatory change were not reported to the SEC
within the two-day requirement.
On average, these late filers saw the value of their stock decline by more than
3 percent in the 30 days prior to their option grants, and rise more than 7 percent
in the 30 days following the declared option grant date. The re-emergence of such
a favorable stock price pattern for late filers suggests that, even after SOX, many
companies continued the practice of backdating option grant dates for executives
to boost the value of their stock options. They were found to have attempted to
disguise the practice from investors and regulators by filing late.
Although there is an ongoing debate regarding whether the backdating of
stock options is illegal, many companies are getting into trouble because they
are not accounting for the backdated option grants correctly for both financial
reporting and tax purposes.
When option grants are backdated to obtain lower, more favorable
exercise prices for executives, the companies were required—for financial
reporting purposes—to report the spread between the declared exercise price
and the market price of the stock on the day the grant decision was made as
a compensation expense. This lowered reported earnings as a result. Many
companies were not reporting the grants correctly and as a result were misleading
investors by overstating earnings.
“The SEC has taken the position that this erroneous reporting represents
financial fraud and is investigating numerous companies who will likely, in addition to possibly paying penalties, be forced to restate their earnings,” Heron said.
Companies are also getting into trouble because their failure to account for
backdated options correctly has shielded corporate income from taxation and
thus lowered corporate tax bills. This has prompted lawmakers and the Internal
Revenue Service to pursue fines, the repayment of taxes and other legal actions
against several companies and their executives.
“Stock options are supposed to provide incentives for executives to work
to improve the firm’s future performance,” Heron said. “However, backdating
stock options so that they are already in-the-money and disguising the practice
can be compared to letting executives bet on a game where they already know
the final score.”
The investigations triggered by Heron and Lie have been featured in the Wall
Street Journal, Business Week, Fortune, U.S. News & World Report and The Economist,
with coverage in other national business publications forthcoming. SEC officials
report that the commission likely will issue new rules requiring companies to
report to investors the exact dates on which options were issued, and at what
prices. The SEC and federal prosecutors are now pursuing action against at least
35 companies.



Entrepreneurship students
cap conference with
NASDAQ bell ringing
On March 3, Kelley faculty and
MBA students joined a group from
Syracuse University’s Whitman School
of Management in ringing the NASDAQ closing bell. The activity was the
highlight of Kelley’s seventh Velocity
Conference, an annual event organized
by Kelley. Each year, the conference
travels to different universities to
provide Kelley’s Entrepreneurship
Management Program the opportunity
to network and exchange ideas with
their peers and visit sites of entrepreneurial activity around the country.
Participating students meet with chief
executives from high-potential businesses and the venture capitalists who
fund them. Previous Velocity Conference co-hosts have included Stanford
University, the University of Texas, the
University of California at Berkeley,
and Boston University.
“This is truly an honor to have
the Kelley School of Business at
Indiana University close the NASDAQ
stock market,” said Donald F. Kuratko,
executive director of the Johnson
Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation and the Jack M. Gill Chair of
Entrepreneurship at IU, prior to the
bell ringing. “To have our dean, Dan
Smith, and our MBA students stand
at the epicenter of U.S. business and
officially close the NASDAQ stock
market is a remarkable experience.”
“The Velocity Conference represents acceleration of entrepreneurial
careers for the best and brightest
MBAs,” Kuratko said. “This year we
are proud to have partnered with
Syracuse University in New York City,
and we believe this will be the absolute
best Velocity experience in the history
of the conference. We have lined up
premier entrepreneurial speakers, including Ron Dollens of Guidant Corp.,
who I believe will be transforming the
lives of our young MBAs.”
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Breaking Ranks
Kelley programs continue to stand among the best both nationally and internationally. In
late April our undergraduate programs placed 10th best in the nation and No. 4 among
public schools in a new Business Week ranking. Soon after, in the Financial Times international survey, Kelley School executive programs were ranked in the top 20 worldwide,
and were first among public institutions. The MBA program has been in Business Week’s
top 20 seven of the eight times that the magazine has ranked such programs since 1988
and currently is ranked 18th. Last year, U.S. News & World Report ranked the undergraduate program 11th and sixth among public universities in a similar survey.

Young women get a taste of life at Kelley
From June 25-30, Kelley hosted 30 high-achieving high school students at the
inaugural Young Women’s Institute, a program that aims to make young women aware
of the opportunities available in the field of business.
The institute is open to female students with a GPA of at least 3.3 who are high
school sophomores or juniors the school year prior to the summer that the institute
takes place. Participating students complete workshops with top-notch faculty, work
in groups to prepare a business case project, hear from successful alumni, meet with
current students, live in a residence hall to get a taste of campus life, and participate in
social activities.
Kathleen Meyer, assistant director of Undergraduate Programs at Kelley and director of the institute, says the program is modeled after the Junior Executive Achievement program. Junior Executive Achievement is offered in conjunction with the IU
Bloomington Office of Academic Support and Diversity and brings 50 high-ability
high school students, who are primarily African American, Latino, and American
Indian to the Bloomington campus to explore the field of business. Meyer says the
institute gives talented high school women the chance to live on campus and “discover
various opportunities that exist in the field of business and to experience all that Indiana University has to offer.”
“On the final day of the program, the student groups gave presentations to corporate executives, who served as judges,” Meyer says. “Although these students are still
in high school, they have gained skills that will help them excel in college and in any
future career. The possibilities are endless for these young women.”
The Young Women’s Institute is wholly funded by corporate donations. Participants need only cover transportation to and from Bloomington and personal spending
money. For more information, contact Kathleen Meyer at kammeyer@indiana.edu
or (812) 855-4474.

Students, businesses reap rewards
of Entrepreneurship Law Clinic
Staffed primarily by students in the joint JD/MBA program,
the new Entrepreneurship Law Clinic operates like a small business-oriented law firm serving startup companies and early-stage
businesses. It also strengthens the growing partnership between
IU’s acclaimed business and law programs.
Housed in the Johnson Center for Entrepreneurship and
Timothy Boeglin,
Innovation, the clinic has, to date, aided several Indiana businesses
Director
and entrepreneurs. It also offers an opportunity for students. As Timothy
Boeglin, director of the clinic, explains, “Law schools have always had clinical
opportunities for students who were interested in litigation or prisoner rights or
child advocacy. Strangely, there are very few clinics for students who want to
practice in business law and transactional law.”
www . kelle y . iu . edu

Most Influential Research Honors to Marjorie Lyles
A paper co-authored by Indiana
University Kelley School of BusinessIndianapolis professor Marjorie A. Lyles
has been honored as the most influential
research published in the last 10 years
in the prestigious Journal of International
Business Studies (JIBS).
Lyles, a professor of international
strategic management, received the JIBS
Palgrave Macmillan Decade Award with
her co-author, Jane Salk, a University
of Texas-Dallas associate professor of
organizations, strategy and international
management. The paper, originally
published in 1996, is entitled “Knowledge
acquisition from foreign parents in
international joint ventures: An empirical examination in the Hungarian context.”
The award was presented in Beijing, China, at the annual meeting of the Academy
of International Business.
The Academy publishes the scholarly journal JIBS six times a year. The award,
which originated three years ago, is named for Palgrave Macmillan, publisher of JIBS.
Recipients of the Palgrave MacMillan Decade Award are chosen by a committee
in recognition of scholarly research that has the most influence on the field of and
research in international business studies. JIBS will be republishing the study—along
with commentary from Lyles, Salk and two other scholars—in early 2007.
This award adds to a significant list of achievements for Lyles in the international
arena. She was the founding director of the IU Center on Southeast Asia and serves
on the International Advisory Board of the American Management Association,
among many other memberships and appointments. Lyles also has been visiting
professor and scholar at Cambridge University in England, St. Gallen University’s
Institute of Management in Switzerland, Universiti Sains Malaysia, the National
Institute of Development Administration in Bangkok, Copenhagen Business School,
and the Imagination Lab in Switzerland. At Kelley-Indianapolis, Lyles teaches a unique
course that allows students to travel to China to consult with Chinese companies
transitioning to free market policies.
In addition to her academic work, Lyles also has worked with governmental, nonprofit and corporate entities across the globe. She has consulted with USIS, World
Bank, USAID, UNDP and private firms in Malaysia, Hungary, Vietnam, Poland, People’s
Republic of China and Indonesia on international strategies, educational development
projects, infrastructure projects, the development of the private sector, and needs
assessment for management training. She also serves as a consultant to domestic
firms pursuing international strategies.

Former Lilly Chairman
and CEO Randall Tobias
tapped to head USAID
Throughout his distinguished
career Randall Tobias has been a
leader on all fronts—business and
government, education and philanthropy, at the state and national level.
At Kelley he recently established the
Randall L. Tobias Center for Leadership Excellence. In January he was
appointed by President Bush as head
of the U.S. Agency for International
Development after serving as U.S.
Global AIDS Coordinator.
In a speech prior to his Senate
confirmation, Tobias observed that
“The men and women of USAID
have been empowered to play a vital
role on behalf of the people of the
United States, not only in the alleviation of poverty and suffering, but in
the realization of a hopeful, prosperous and peaceful future for all citizens
of the global community. I would be
proud to have the opportunity to serve
alongside them.”

Systems and Accounting Graduate Program Splits into Two Programs
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Programs. The shift is the result of the
growth of the MSIS program and the
distinct missions of the two programs.
Ramesh Venkataraman, associate
professor of information systems, will

serve as chair of Graduate Programs
in Information Systems. Jamie Pratt,
KPMG professor of accounting, will
serve as interim chair of Accounting
Graduate Programs for the next year.
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Kelley recently announced the division of the Systems and Accounting
Program into two distinct programs:
Masters in Information Systems
(MSIS) and the Accounting Graduate



Inventing the Future: Technology Emerges

From a virtual reality laboratory
that analyzes the “shoppability” of
various stores to a lab devoted to the
lifecycle of the “smart tag,” the Kelley
School is continually demonstrating
its commitment to a comprehensive
and future-focused business education.
In the Emerging Technology course
and competition, a hands-on class, a
corporation presents student teams
with a business challenge to solve by
inventing new ways to use emerging
technologies. Here are three programs
and projects that enhance Kelley’s
worldwide reputation for excellence.

Kelley receives $15,000 gift
for “smart tag” program
Recently, Universal Product Codes
(UPC)—the product information bars
that get scanned at the department
store checkout—have begun to share
the limelight with a complementary
technology known as Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID).
10
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The silicon-imbedded “smart tags”
are expected to be used alongside
Universal Product Codes as an
enhancement to product-tracking
capabilities. Kelley was the first U.S.
business school to create a working
RFID educational model two years ago.
The gift of an RFID printer from Zebra
Technologies worth about $15,000
will allow Kelley students to model the
complete life cycle of an RFID tag.
“We were able to design and read
tags through a system, to develop
interfaces to other systems, and to
generate metrics, but until this gift, we
were not actually able to produce the
tags,” says Daniel Conway, a visiting
clinical associate professor at Kelley who
runs the RFID lab.
An RFID system incorporates a tag
or inlay into a label that includes text,
graphics and bar code information.
Smart media can hold data that both
identify a product and provide a
history of places and processes an item

has gone through, as well as allowing
retailers to track items automatically for
the life cycle of the tag.
Some retailers, including Target,
Wal-Mart, and Albertson’s—as well as
the U.S. Department of Defense and
several health-care providers—now
require their suppliers to incorporate
RFID technology and smart media into
their shipping operations to selected
distribution centers. Other common
uses of RFID technology include paying
highway tolls automatically with a
transponder on a car windshield and
the theft-prevention scanners at the
doorways of retail stores.
A 2005 study by the Computing
Technology Industry Association
found that the current supply of
professionals skilled in RFID is too low
to meet demand. Kelley’s ability to train
undergraduate and graduate students
in such a rapidly growing, emerging
technology will be mutually beneficial
for job-seeking students and the
marketplace. “Since RFID technologies
are in their infancy, this initiative will
enable Kelley students to be at the
leading edge of this emerging technology,”
says M.A. Venkataramanan, chair of
undergraduate programs at Kelley.

Cutting-edge lab helps retailers
enhance ‘shoppability’
Penetration maps. Tracking data. Virtual
reality simulations. Welcome to Ray
Burke’s Customer Interface Laboratory
at Indiana University, the new picture of
retailing research in the 21st century.
At the high-tech laboratory he
founded at Kelley, Burke—the E. W.
Kelley chair of business administration
and a former Harvard professor—
conducts cutting-edge studies using
computerized tracking of shopper
behavior and 3-D, virtual reality
simulations of retail stores.
Visitors to the IU Customer Interface
Laboratory can view panoramic video
images of actual stores and dynamic
www . kelle y . iu . edu
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“It affects whether customers enter
the store, how they allocate their time
and attention across departments and
product categories—and ultimately,
whether they buy.”

Reshaping Shopping
through Technology
In the fourth annual IT Innovation
Practicum—a course and competition
sponsored this year by Target Corp.—
student teams from Kelley’s Master
of Science in Information Systems
program (MSIS) addressed a business
problem that could ultimately reshape
consumers’ shopping experiences
with Target. How long will it be before
you can navigate a Target store using
a mobile handheld device such as a
PDA or cell phone? Or search store
aisles from your desktop? Perhaps only
as long as it takes MSIS students to
enter the workforce, or for Target to
implement their solutions.
As the sponsor of this year’s
competition, Target provided more
than$11,000 in prize money to the
top four teams. On March 3, Target
sent several managers to Bloomington
to judge the competition involving 13
MSIS teams. Among the judges were
Steve Stephan, director of Target Stores
Development and Target.com, as well as
business partner representatives from
IBM and Microsoft.
Since the course’s inception four
years ago, Professors Anne Massey, chair
of the Information Systems Department,
and Ramesh Venkataraman, director
of the MSIS Program, have overseen
it. Each year, the competition and its
associated problem-based learning
course have been sponsored by a
corporate partner, offering a problem
for student teams to address. MSIS
teams produce a technology-based
solution and a detailed business case
that addresses marketing, operational,
and financial implications of the
proposed solution. Past sponsors

include Toshiba, Hewlett Packard,
Microsoft, and IU’s Office of the Vice
President for Information Technology.
This unique experience differentiates
Kelley’s MSIS program from any other
program in the country, and its impact
is substantial. “The experience,” says
Massey, “literally transforms students
into professionals as they deal with
uncertain situations. It demands the
kind of creativity and innovative thinking
that you need in the workplace to solve
open-ended problems.”

Kelley Direct
grad aims high
with APEX
APEX Performance Inc., the new
enterprise of Kelley Direct MBA grad
Paul Maggiano and his partner, Retired Col. Louis Csoka, provides clients
with the tools they need to perform
at their peak. Based in Charlotte, N.C.,
APEX trains business leaders, worldclass athletes, medical professionals,
military leaders, and others to master
the techniques that enable them to attain and sustain peak performance, by
teaching them to increase focus and
concentration, and to manage critical
and stressful situations.
“Our goal is to help individuals
get ‘in the zone’ to perform to their
fullest potential,” Maggiano says.
“Until now, there was no systematic
and scientific method to teach and
train these individuals on how to
reach and sustain their peak levels
of performance.”
Maggiano and Csoka are both
West Point graduates who have
worked in high-level management and
executive positions. Recent APEX clients include NASCAR driver Leilani
Munter, MBIA Asset Management,
and The Aerospace Corporation.
P rime time
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floor plans that show the locations and
paths of shoppers as they navigate the
aisles. Burke can simulate the stores
on a computer screen, modify shelf
displays and signage, and test consumers’
reactions to new retailing concepts in a
laboratory environment.
Burke is part of a small but growing
group of researchers who attempt to
understand how the retail environment
affects “shoppability” —a term Burke
coined and first used in a 2004
speech at a best practices conference
in retailing.
“What I mean by ‘shoppability’ is
the capacity of the retail environment
to convert consumer demand into
purchase. That’s really what business is
about,” he says. “How do you identify
consumers’ needs and desires, and
then make sure that when a consumer
is in the store, you connect those
needs with the available products and
services?”
Burke notes that product
proliferation and in-store clutter have
created an overwhelming and stressful
shopping experience. “Back in the 1950s,
a typical grocery store had about 5,000
items. In the 1990s, a supermarket
carried about 30,000 items. Today, if you
walk into a mass retail store like WalMart, it may have over 100,000 different
items.”
Burke and a team of Kelley School
faculty and PhD students are working
with a major U.S. retailer that is
allowing them to use one of its stores
as a laboratory. The team is currently
studying the effects of store layout
and crowding conditions on customer
traffic and buying patterns, and the
impact of various salesperson-customer
interaction strategies on consumer
purchase and satisfaction.
Burke hopes that companies will
use these findings to create more
convenient, enjoyable, and productive
shopping environments for consumers.
“The retail context matters,” said Burke.
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MBA enterprises set to launch
The Enterprise Lecture Series was
sponsored by three new MBA enterprises that will launch in fall of 2006. The
enterprises are self-contained entities
within the evening MBA program, and
will match student projects to corporations with specific needs. The three
enterprises are:
MBA Discover, Innovation, and
Ventures Enterprise (DIVE)
The MBA DIVE program will teach
students professional knowledge and
skills pertinent to starting new, independent business ventures or managing
business development within an existing
corporation. The curriculum is targeted
at students with career interests in entrepreneurship, management of research
and development, and business strategy
in the life sciences. A number of DIVE
projects will coordinate with new businesses from the Indiana Venture Center.
The program is directed by professors
Todd Saxton and Phil Powell.
MBA Global Supply Chain and Innovation Enterprise (gSCIE)
Central Indiana is known for its
expertise in logistics and advanced
manufacturing. gSCIE will provide a hub
for MBA projects that build value for
companies. Projects will expose students
to supply chain challenges as they relate
to the management of production
design, process change, product innovation, marketing, transportation, supplier
sourcing, information technology, and
international business. The effort will be
team directed by professors Mohan Tatikonda, Ken Wendeln and Mark Frohlich,
who recently joined Kelley from the
faculty at the Boston University School
of Management.
MBA Finance Development Enterprise (FIND)
MBA FIND will prepare MBA students for careers in corporate finance,
financial consulting and investment management. Experiential learning projects
will develop students’ ability to combine
rigorous financial analysis with strategic
decision making. The program will be directed by professor Steve Jones, faculty
chair of the evening MBA program.
12
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An Enterprising Venture
The new “Enterprise Lecture Series” at Kelley Indianapolis brought weekly
campus visits from central Indiana executives spring semester.
The executives came from organizations including Guidant, Reebok and
FedEx to work with more than 100 MBA students. Their role was to help the
students formulate individualized plans for professional development, as well as
learn how to better manage career advancement and transition. “The Enterprise
Lecture Series is the first step in a four-course sequence designed to better prepare
our Evening MBAs to manage their careers,” says Steve Jones, associate professor
of Finance and chair of the Evening MBA Program. “The idea for the enterprises
was born out of the desire of our evening students to have an experience somewhat like the residential program’s academies within the constraints of the Evening
MBA program’s framework.”
“While Kelley’s Evening MBA students are at work every day, they have little
chance to think strategically about where they’ll be in five years,” says Philip T.
Powell, chair designate of the Evening MBA program, co-director of MBA Discovery, Innovation and Ventures Enterprise, and an assistant clinical professor of Business Economics and Public Policy at Kelley Indianapolis. “The Enterprise Lecture
Series intentionally places a new emphasis on professional development for these
students. We want to provide effective examples of how to sell yourself in executive environments.”
During the semester, Professor Mohan Tatikonda led students on a midnight
tour of the FedEx Facility at the airport, when nightly operations are
at capacity.
By the end of the class, each student had constructed a professional portfolio
that specified career goals, indicated a personal strategy for how those goals could
be achieved, and identified the type of professional network that supports this
strategy. Students were guided and coached in this exercise by Bob Grimm, clinical associate professor of business and former corporate vice president of human
resources of Steak ‘n Shake in Indianapolis.
“MBA students typically return to school to develop greater business acumen, plot career transition, and in many cases launch new working identities,”
says Grimm. “The Kelley Enterprises & Speaker Series offers real-world business
experiences grounded by personal perspectives from senior executives. These
combined experiences, reinforced through coaching, can be powerful instruments
for personal growth and change.”

Nash Honored
John A. Nash (BA’60, MBA’61), of Columbus, Ind.,
was honored with a Presidents’ Award from the Indiana University Alumni Association on Dec. 9, 2005,
at the Indiana State Museum in Indianapolis. Nash
served as chairman of the IUAA Board of Managers
in 1991-92 and chaired a campaign that raised $5.2
million for the renovation of the DeVault Alumni
Center. In 2003, he retired as president and director
of Irwin Financial Corp. A lifetime member of IUAA,
Nash has twice been named a Sagamore of the Wabash. He is a member of the
Kelley Academy of Alumni Fellows, the Kelley School of Business Dean’s Council, and is vice president of the Society of Aeons. He is a member of Hoosiers for
Higher Education, the IU Foundation Well House Society, and the IU Foundation President’s Circle. The Presidents’ Award is the highest honor bestowed by
the IUAA on alumni volunteers.
www . kelle y . iu . edu

The Health Care Conundrum: A Call for Leadership

Tommy G. Thompson
Independent Chairman, Deloitte Center for Health
Solutions and Former U.S. Secretary of Health
and Human Services

Mark your calendars
now for the 1st Annual
Business Conference,
February 2, 200.
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WISDOM OF THE AGES:

Career Management Tips for
by James C. Wimbush

Over the years, many magazines, internet sites, and newspapers
have featured articles with plenty of advice and tips for career
management. Much of the information found in these articles proves
to be sound advice based on research conducted by scholars and
consultants. Of course, the research upon which the articles are
based is needed and useful and much of it could be cited here.
However, Kelley has thousands of successful alumni who have had
a variety of career experiences. Knowing that the wisdom gained
by Kelley alumni could be of great use to our recent graduates, our
thinking behind this article is to draw from the experience of a few
of Kelley’s successful alums to develop a few tips that may be useful
to those at the beginning of their careers.
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“You are selling
yourself and your
abilities every day.”
– Rodney Miller

New Kelley Alumni
Four alumni were asked to share
their experiences and views
about career management.
Rodney Miller (BS,
Accounting ’82) is currently
Managing Director at Credit
Suisse First Boston. His career
started with the Big Eight
accounting firm Touche Ross
& Co., followed by a stint with
Rand McNally. After earning
an MBA from the University
of Chicago, he joined Credit
Suisse First Boston where he has
enjoyed continued success.

S ummer 0 6

Jason Gill (MBA, ’01) has held
a variety of sales and marketing
roles at Vocera Communication
since graduating from Kelley.
Vocera is a small privately
held Silicon Valley-based
technology company that has
developed innovative wireless
communications devices.

Sarah Morgan (MBA, ’04) is
herself a recent Kelley graduate
who had a successful career
in consulting prior to earning
her Kelley M.B.A. She works in
brand management at Procter
& Gamble where she has
marketed Dawn, Joy, Ivory, and is
currently marketing Febreze.
Each of the alumni were asked
to reflect upon their career
paths and to give a few career
tips to Kelley graduates who
have recently graduated, or who
will be graduating in the near
future. Common themes among
the alumni’s advice were clearly
apparent and can be boiled
down to seven tips.
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Marla Gottschalk (BS,
Accounting ’84) is enjoying a
distinguished career that started
as an auditor for four years with
KPMG. She then joined Kraft

Foods where she advanced
through a number of positions
of increasing responsibility
including Senior Vice President,
Financial Planning and Investor
Relations and Executive Vice
President and General Manager
of Post Cereals. She joined The
Pampered Chef in 2003 as
Chief Operating Officer and was
recently named President and
Chief Executive Officer.
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“Don’t shy away from new projects and
challenges even if you are far from your
comfort zone.”
– Jason Gill

1. You are responsible for your own career.
Depending upon a company for your sole development and
advancement is not a wise gamble according to the alumni. All four
echoed the mantra that you are in control of your own career and the
driver of your own career success. Thus, “you should continuously look
for opportunities for training and learning and more actively manage
your career,” according to Miller. Gottschalk agrees: “First and foremost,
I always had a long-term career goal in mind. I also approached
every position I held as an opportunity to learn something new.” The
importance of managing one’s own career is clear; however, as Miller
cautions, be careful not to confuse politics with career management.

2. You must be proactive.
Morgan believes you need to be proactive to avail yourself of learning
opportunities, even if it means taking on seemingly menial tasks such
as making copies. “Don’t feel you’re too good for any task because it
may payoff later,” she noted. Gill expressed a similar sentiment and
noted that expectations for high pay and responsibility early in one’s
career may be unrealistic. He said: “You should earn your stripes and
good things will happen.” Gottschalk also believes in working hard,
smart, and having a ‘Can Do’ attitude. “Many times, I volunteered
for additional assignments that others weren’t interested in or
didn’t seem attractive on the surface, but in the end they were by
far some of my best learning experiences,” according to Gottschalk.
Being proactive also means taking measured risks. Miller
noted that one of the keys to risk-taking is doing your homework so
that you are aware of the potential pitfalls as well as rewards. Gill also
has taken risks and encourages others to do so during early career stages
while the stakes are not as high and concerns about family, geography,
and education costs are not as critical. Moreover, he said that being
able to multi-task and being known as a ‘jack of all trades’ will foster
the perception that you are flexible and team oriented. As Gill advised,
“Don’t shy away from new projects and challenges even if you are far
from your comfort zone. Don’t be afraid to go against the status quo
and take risks when appropriate.”
16
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3. Find a mentor.
All of the alumni credit their career success to the wise advice and
counsel of mentors along the way. Not only did the mentors
provide excellent advice but they often would serve as an
advocate for the protégé. Morgan suggested that the earlier one
finds a mentor, the better. The mentor can point out potential
roadblocks and career paths. Gill pointed out that, when possible,
try to find a position where you can learn from seasoned,
successful managers who know how to grow businesses.
He added: “Mentors are hard to find and very valuable
for your career - seek them out.”

“You must understand yourself and
what you want.”
– Sarah Morgan

4. Learn to be a salesperson.

S ummer 0 6
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We are all in sales – selling ourselves, products or services, and our
company. This is the view of Miller, who explained that since
all businesses are selling, you need to learn how to be a better
salesperson for yourself, the company and your company’s product.
Gill agreed, and added, “It does not matter what role you play in the
company, you are selling yourself and your abilities every day.”
Good presentation skills help you sell yourself as well as the
idea or product you are selling. Morgan related an experience in
which she was pulled aside early in her consulting career. She had
just given a presentation and was told she needed to practice her
presentations. She later realized that presentations often offer the first
impressions others inside and outside of the company have of you.
When she later came to Kelley, she was glad to see the emphasis on
presentation skills and encourages students to take full advantage of
the case competitions, class presentations, and other opportunities to
enhance presentation skills.
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“Everyone has career setbacks. I found
the best way to deal with them is to keep
moving forward.”
– Marla Gottschalk

5. Sharpen your
listening skills.
Yes, you may feel you honed this
skill during your time at Kelley.
This is good because listening is
a skill that will serve you well
as you start your career. Miller
pointed out that, “as customers
become more educated, you can
learn from them as well as peers,
and supervisors.” Morgan noted
that you can enhance your
decisions and career by looking
out for, and listening to, different
perspectives because more
opinions will help, not hurt.

6. Continue to network.

Networking continues to
be increasingly important.
According to Morgan, “you
never know when you will
run into a problem.You stay
positive and keep positive
people around who can provide
good counsel and support.” Of
course, networks also are useful
when things are going well. Gill
suggested that it is helpful to
talk to as many people as
possible about career decisions
and changes.
18
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7. Have fun.
You have a Kelley degree, thus there are likely to be many different career paths
you can pursue. In your pursuits, it is important to have fun. “Even if you are
curing cancer, you must find a way to have fun,” said Miller. Gill believes that
if you find a position and company you are passionate about, then not only
will you enjoy your career but the passion will show and you will also
find that your passion is contagious and will spread to those working
around you.
Understanding your priorities, what your career means to you and
what is driving your career will help you make choices that lead to a
fulfilling, fun-filled career, according to Morgan. “If you want to get
to the top of the company, then you may need to put in long hours,”
she explained. “But if you seek a work/life balance, then you need
to recognize that you may be passed over for promotions and may have to sacrifice
rewards.You must understand yourself and what you want.”
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Morgan found that switching
to a different career “felt like
a setback.” She overcame this
feeling by realizing strengths from
her previous career and applying
them to her new one. Miller said
there were times in his career
when he felt that the pay and
promotions did not come as
soon as he expected. He found
that by communicating better
with his boss, that is, making his
boss more aware of what he was
doing while also identifying and
working on areas of improvement,
that the situations were resolved.
Gill, on the other hand, found
that one of his toughest career
choices was the decision to go
into a field sales role, where the
health of the company was based
on his ability to sell. “I was hired
into the marketing team here at
Vocera and this career change

was a huge risk for me at the
time,” Gill explained. “It turned
out to be an excellent decision
as the company has grown
considerably and my efforts
helped the company to the
next level.” For these four Kelley
alumni, they have been able to
make tough choices that have
led to continued career success.
Miller, Gottschalk, Gill, and
Morgan have taken different
career paths and each has found
success. No, their advice is not
based on research, although it
mirrors what is found in many
texts; but, rather, based on their
personal experiences—wisdom
for the ages.
James C. Wimbush is a professor
and chair of the Department of
Management at the Kelley School
of Business.
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These seven career management
tips reflect what has worked for
Rodney Miller, Marla Gottschalk,
Jason Gill, and Sarah Morgan, and
thus far, everything is going great
for them. However, like many
successful people, they have also
experienced tough situations
when there were career setbacks
or tough decisions to make. As
Gottschalk states: “Everyone has
career setbacks. I found the best
way to deal with them is to keep
moving forward. If I didn’t get a
particular assignment I wanted,
I would always ask ‘why?’ It was
also important to me to find out
what I needed to do to ensure I
would be the obvious choice for
the opportunity the next time
around. Careers last a long time
and there will be ups and downs
along the way. Don’t let the low
points overshadow your success.”
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Kelley alums honored at IU Business Conference

Honored alums: (From left) Graf, Daly, Richman and Wong

Five Kelley alums were honored for professional achievement during an awards
ceremony at the 60th annual IU Business Conference at the Indiana Convention
Center on March 8 in Indianapolis.
Named to the Kelley School of Business Academy of Alumni Fellows were: Lee
Ann Daly, New York, adviser and former executive vice president for marketing
at ESPN; A. Jay Graf, St. Paul, Minn., retired group chairman at Guidant Corp.;
Larry D. Richman, Arlington Heights, Ill., president of commercial banking at
LaSalle Bank Corp; and Desmond C. Wong, Northbrook, Ill., America’s
coordinating partner for China at Ernst & Young LLP.
The honors presentation was part of a day-long program that focused on the
theme “The Health Care Conundrum: A Call for Leadership.”

Call Answered
When Judith Wright (MBA ’93, JD ’84) read the Kelley magazine feature
story, “Answering the Call,” from the last issue, she felt compelled to respond
by sharing another way for alumni to “answer the call” and give back to the
school: by teaching as adjunct faculty members. Wright left a successful career
as a financial services industry executive to spend more time at home with
her children. She then found an extremely gratifying part-time professional
outlet in teaching business law as an adjunct professor in the Kelley School
undergraduate program in Indianapolis. The students gain from her real-world,
professional experience. Wright says she is “greatly challenged and energized
by the students. To be entrusted with 60 of your students each semester is
one of the finest honors in my career.”
20
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Gottschalk named
CEO of Pampered Chef

Marla Gottschalk (B.S., accounting
1984) in May was named Chief
Executive Officer of The Pampered
Chef, the premier direct seller of highquality kitchen tools. Gottschalk joined
the company as president and chief
operating officer in December 2003.
In her new role, Gottschalk will
continue to work in partnership
with Doris K. Christopher, company
founder and chairman. She will report
directly to Warren Buffet, chairman
and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
“I value Marla’s judgment and
decision making without hesitation,” says
Christopher. “From the beginning she
demonstrated respect for our corporate
history and values as she introduced
changes to keep the brand vital for years
to come. With Marla at the helm, I see
great things for our future.”
Since 2003, Gottschalk has led the
charge to simplify the company’s business
and sales, focusing on the fundamentals
of the business. She came to The
Pampered Chef from Kraft Foods Inc.,
where she worked for 14 years as senior
vice president, financial planning and
investor relations, and executive vice
president and general manager of Post
Cereals. Gottschalk graduated from
Indiana University with a bachelor’s
degree in accounting and earned an
MBA from Northwestern University.
Founded in 1980 in River Forest,
Illinois, The Pampered Chef became a
Berkshire Hathaway company in 2002.
For more information, see
www.pamperedchef.com.
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In Print
New book
explores
market’s
‘Great Bubble’
In Speculative Contagion, An Antidote for
Speculative Epidemics (AuthorHouse,
2006) Frank K. Martin (MBA, 1992;
MS 1978) offers an insider’s perspective on what investors called the
“Great Bubble” of the late 1990s.
During that time, public enthusiasm
for the Internet’s possibilities created herd behavior among investors,
causing certain stocks to become
overvalued—followed by a market
downturn in 2002. Martin writes
about his experiences at the helm of
an investment advisory firm in Elkhart,
Ind., during and after the bubble. “This
collection contains much investment
wisdom, and, just as important, sets a
standard for the advisor-client relationship,” writes Warren Buffet, CEO of
Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
Martin is managing partner of
Martin Capital Management and has
38 years of investment experience.
He earned a bachelor’s degree from
Northwestern University and an MBA
with honors from IU. A former Navy
officer, Martin is also the founder of
Dreamswork, a mentoring and scholarship program for inner-city children.

Estate planning guide
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New director of Alumni
Programs envisions the role
of alumni in Kelley’s future
For a glimpse into the big picture—the one
which encompasses the vast network of Kelley
alumni present and future—talk to Rochelle
Reeves, the new director of Alumni Programs.
Reeves has steadily worked to grasp the big
picture at Kelley and has had a hand in building it. She began working for Alumni Programs
in 1999 and became associate director in 2000.
During that time she helped develop and
strengthen alumni chapters in Chicago, Dallas/Fort Worth, Central Indiana, New
York, San Francisco and Minneapolis/St. Paul.
From the real to the virtual, Reeves sees herself engaged in the work of “building relationships and putting the infrastructure in place to support them.” Within
the next year her office will launch several new online services, which should enable virtual alumni communities.
“Alumni work touches everybody,” she explains. For current students, “it will be
a lifetime relationship they will have with both the Kelley School and over 80,000
other alumni.” Consequently, she seeks to “make this relationship more visible to
students while they are here.”
Both on campus and in their communities, among current and prospective
students, alumni have a critical role to play in Kelley’s future. “When alumni from
chapters across the country mingle with students on campus, it gives students an
opportunity to meet people from the cities they are going to and whose career
paths they will follow.”
Vital for recruiting new students in their own communities, “Alumni are key to
helping us build brand awareness across the country. By telling their stories and
sharing their experience at Kelley, they help us sell the program,” says Reeves.
A native of South Bend, Reeves graduated from IUB with a bachelor’s degree in
Public Affairs Management. She has happily settled into Bloomington for the long
term and is set “to move alumni programs to the next level.” She could not do it
without the top-notch people in her office, among them Janice Headley, senior
associate director; Melinda Beatty, senior analyst/programmer; and Kristina Ooley,
senior office services assistant.
“Kelley alumni are a link to so many open doors and so many new connections,”
she adds. And there is no lack of imagination in how to build them.

Paben promoted at Carlson Marketing
Kurt Paben (B.S., 1983) has been promoted to vice president of Business
Development for Meetings & Events with Carlson Marketing in Minneapolis. Paben will work across the company’s global line of business with
emphasis on its Incentive & Recognition Events and Business Meetings
offerings. He joined the company in 1986. Carlson Marketing helps global
Fortune 1000 clients increase their return on investment by designing sales
and marketing programs.
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Randall K. Craig (BS ’75), a certified
elder law attorney in Evansville, has
co-authored his second book with
attorney Amelia E. Pohl. The book,
Guiding Those Left Behind in Indiana
was published this year by Eagle
Publishing. It addresses the legal and
practical matters of settling an estate
in Indiana and provides guidance on
how to avoid unnecessary costs and
complications to your family. His first
book, A Will is Not Enough, was published in 2004, also by Eagle Publishing.

Intelligent Designs
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The Lifetime Relationship
Cultivating Students

The first City Information Session brought in alumni representing a number of cities.
Graduating students met alumni living in cities where they landed jobs. They also received
packets with information on relocation, transportation and alumni activities.

The Goal: Build the Network
In the past year the Kelley Alumni
Association has provided several new
opportunities for students to interact
with alumni on campus, outside of
corporate presentations and interviews,
to introduce these future alumni to the
importance and advantage of staying
connected. A networking session for
undergraduate students with Bloomington-area alumni drew a crowd of more
than 100.
A holiday reception gave current
students the opportunity to meet the
KSBAA Board of Directors for an
informal exchange of experiences.
The first City Information Session
brought in alumni to represent Chicago,
Dallas/Fort Worth, Indianapolis,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, New York and
San Francisco. Graduating students
welcomed the chance to meet alumni
living in cities where they landed jobs.
They also received welcome packets
with helpful information on relocation,
transportation and alumni activities in
those areas.

Membership
Matters
Renew or extend your
connection today...
and consider the
“Easy Life” way!

10 easy monthly payments
of $55...with no interest!
www.kelley.iu.edu/alumni/
membership.cfm
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Returning to campus stirs up old memories and creates new ones. Here, alumni speak to
current students to learn about recent activities and events in the business program.

Engaging Alumni
with the School
New York City alumni gather annually to
discuss School priorities and alumni needs
with the Dean. Attending a recent event
were: Sue Aramian (center), member of
the Dean’s Advisory Council, with Kelley
Alumni Chapter of NYC board members
Scott Addison and Lauren Trotta.

Providing Value
to Alumni
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Not-so-fun Facts (as of June 2006)
Can you match the measurement with the percentage?

19%

32%

42%

Percent of alumni with valid email address
Percent of alumni with updated business information
Percent of Kelley alumni who are members of the alumni association
(Find the answers in an upcoming e-newsletter, Kelley Newswire)
Help us increase these percentages! Look yourself up in the online directory
on the alumni website and find out if we have your email, if your business
information is current, and your membership status.

alumni news
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The Goal: Build the Network
With 84,000 people to access, where
to begin? The Kelley Alumni Association continually considers new
services that will meet the needs of
alumni. The online alumni directory,
Kelley Chapters, alumni job board, the
annual Business Conference (a 60-year
tradition) and email newsletters are all
examples of important tools and resources designed to provide professional and career development, networking
opportunities, business contacts and
current Kelley news.
The KSBAA Board of Directors
meets quarterly to review, evaluate and
initiate programs and services offered
to alumni that provide tangible benefits.
Visit the alumni website today to meet
the board, search the directory and job
postings, or find out more about the
Kelley Chapters program:
www.kelley.iu.edu/alumni.

The Goal: Build the Network
We know that your time, effort and
money are valuable resources. After
all, you’re a Kelley grad! Your wisdom,
experience and expertise play an increasingly important role in the future
of the Kelley School of Business. What
happens at the Kelley School today affects the current market value of your
degree. Continued involvement keeps
you fresh on the latest topics in research and business, gives you access to
the next generation of business leaders
and shouts to the whole world, “I am a
Kelley grad and proud of it!”

Tell us your story. We would love to
know more about you. Send us your
bio and we can help you find the best
fit for your time and expertise. We are
also always looking for alumni to profile in the magazine or newsletters, and
to nominate for well-deserved awards
or board positions.
The last issue of the Kelley magazine detailed opportunities to become
engaged: referring prospective students,
hiring Kelley grads, supporting the annual fund, leveraging Kelley’s executive
education program, and updating your
contact information.
For more information and/or to
share your story, contact the Kelley
Alumni Office at (812) 855-6340 or
busalum@indiana.edu.
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Changing
Courses:
With Golf Odyssey
David Baum, former
Goldman Sachs
partner and ’86 Kelley
grad, embarks on a
new golf-travel
publishing venture

At 38, and at the peak of his highprofile career, David Baum left
his position as a partner at Goldman Sachs in 2002. One year earlier, on the morning of Sept. 11, he
had been in his Manhattan office
at 85 Broad Street, a quarter of a
mile from the World Trade Center.
He has a vivid memory of struggling to leave the stricken city that
day by a combination of ferry, bus,
and taxi—whatever would take
him—returning home, finally, to
a banner that read “Welcome
Home, Dad.”
For Baum, the event was a
life-changing moment. “It made
me re-evaluate my life and ask
myself how long I wanted to be on
the road, working 80-hour weeks,
canceling vacations, spending little
time with my family,” he says.
As it happened, 2002 was one
of the hardest years of his career,
with three raid defenses and even
more time on the road. “For 17
years I was very passionate about
the work,” Baum says. “You have
to be at a firm like Goldman Sachs.
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You have to have your jets on and to
give 110 percent. But I was ready for
a change.”
Having changed courses, he did
not yet know he would spend his
time reviewing and evaluating them.
Baum soon turned toward another
passion—the game of golf. And in
2005 Baum bought and combined
two travel newsletters, Golf Odyssey
and Golf Insider. He kept the Golf
Odyssey title and redesigned the
publication that reviews the world’s
best golf courses and resorts. Most
notably, he does so without accepting any advertising or deals from
golf resorts.
The publication’s editorial staff
travels anonymously and pay their
own expenses to ensure independent, unbiased reviews. Already,
Baum has doubled subscriptions to
about 1,500, but he and the four
other members of the Golf Odyssey
team have plans to expand readership. “We’re spending most of
our time developing strategy,” he
explains. “We already believe that
we’re the pre-eminent source for

information on golf travel. We
want to be widely recognized as a
niche media business focused on
this segment.”
The Golf Odyssey print and Web
strategy consists of both a series of
guidebooks and a free daily e-newsletter, in addition to the monthly
print newsletter that will soon also
be offered online. The first of the
guidebooks is available for free at
www.golfvacationinsider.com. The
online strategy, he says, “is intended
as a traffic generator, to expose readers to the content of Golf Odyssey as
well as other opportunities it offers.”
Baum now works in an office
five minutes from his Short Hills,
N.J., home and on the day of our
interview was getting ready to serve
lunch at one of his three children’s
school. “It’s different from what I
did before. But that’s what makes
it fun.”
Oh, and there’s something else
that has brought a smile to Baum’s
face since leaving Goldman Sachs.
He has watched his handicap plummet 10 strokes to 12.4.
www . kelle y . iu . edu
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Obituary
IU Kelley alumni Wilfried Sieg
(BS ’53) died Feb. 2 at the
Harrison County Hospital, near
his home in Ramsey, Indiana. Sieg, 74,
was president emeritus of Ramsey
Popcorn, the business he and his
three brothers inherited from their
parents in the 1960s. He was widely
known as “Cousin Willie,” the name
that appeared on the best-selling
popcorn product of Ramsey Popcorn,
which featured Sieg’s image on the
package. Sieg’s parents, Edward and
Agnes Sieg, began Ramsey Popcorn in
1944, going from store to store selling
raw popcorn. The business has since
grown to be one of the top four
popcorn processors in the world.

Wahlen appointed chair
of MBA programs
Accounting Professor Jim Wahlen,
the Ford Motor Company Teaching
Fellow, assumed the position of MBA
program chair August 15. Wahlen has
won five MBA teaching awards since
2000, and other awards including a
Kelley Research Award in 2003. He has
authored more than a dozen teaching
cases on financial statement analysis,
accounting, and valuation, and has
taught numerous executive education
programs for KPMG, Arthur Andersen,
the Amsterdam Institute of Finance,
Cargill, BankAmerica, the American Financial Services Association, and others.
Wahlen is an expert in financial analysis and is the co-author of a leading textbook
in the area, Financial Reporting and Statement Analysis: A Strategic Perspective. Wahlen
has served on the editorial boards of The Accounting Review and Accounting Horizons,
and since 2003 has been an associate editor for Accounting Horizons. He has a doctoral degree in accounting from the University of Michigan and has held academic
positions at the international business school INSEAD, the University of North
Carolina and Pacific Lutheran University.

Hit-and-run pricing games in cyberspace

SUMMER 06

Rather than driving down prices,
the Internet has created greater
price variations. “Firms survive by
using a hit-and-run pricing strategy,” explains Baye. “They vary their
prices on a single product from day
to day to make it impossible for
their competitors to undercut their
prices.”
His advice to consumers in the
midst of this chaotic game: “Shop
on the Web, but use price-comparison sites.” His research proves that
consumers save 18 to 20 percent by
purchasing online.

kelley

Are we better off shopping online?
And how do we get the best price
when we do? Michael Baye, professor
of business economics and public
policy at Kelley, and his colleagues
John Morgan at the University of
California at Berkeley, and Patrick
Scholten at Bentley College, came
up with some answers.
They gathered approximately
30 million online price quotes
on about 10,000 different consumerelectronic products from pricecomparison sites like shopper.com,
nextag.com and kelkoo.com.
As Baye explains, early studies
predicted that online shopping would
level prices on the Internet. This,
however, is not what happened.
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What are Kelley School faculty doing when they’re not
in the classroom? Below are just a few of their pursuits,
the articles written, and honors received by the faculty in
recent months.
Tammy Martin, director of fiscal affairs at Kelley Indianapolis, was nominated
for the 2006 Outstanding Woman Full-Time Staff Award by the IUPUI Office for
Women. Tammy was honored at the 2006 Women’s History Month Leadership
Reception March 29 in Indianapolis.
Nolan Taylor, assistant professor of information systems at Kelley Indianapolis,
had an article titled “E-commerce can level the playing field,” published in the
Indianapolis Business Journal March 27.
Roger Schmenner, associate dean of Indianapolis programs and Richard M. and
Myra Louise Buskirk professor of manufacturing management, had an article titled
“Getting service options right: A must for small business,” published on the Inside
INdiana Business Web site.
Todd Saxton, associate professor of management at Kelley Indianapolis, has been
asked to serve on the board of directors for the Venture Club of Indiana. The club
is one of the largest and most successful organizations in the country at linking entrepreneurs, service providers, funding sources, and other venture-minded groups
in the business community. Saxton also had an article entitled “Cashing out... or
coming of age?” published on the Inside INdiana Business Web site.
Bill Kulsrud, associate professor of accounting and chair of the MPA Program at
Kelley Indianapolis, has been named the 2006 recipient of the IUPUI Chancellor’s
Award for Excellence in Teaching. He was honored at the Chancellor’s Honors
Convocation April 28 in Indianapolis.
A new book has been published in honor of Alan Rugman, L. Leslie Waters chair
in international business, professor of international business management, professor
of business economics & public policy, and director of the Center for International
Business Education & Research. The work, titled Internationalization, International
Diversification and the Multinational Enterprise: Essays in Honor of Alan M. Rugman, is
a compilation of essays and papers by various authors exploring Rugman’s research,
as well as biographic and bibliographic information on Rugman.
Ramesh Venkataraman, director of the MSIS Program and associate professor of information systems, was one of six international academics invited to
participate in the International Control Objectives for IT (COBIT) in Academia
meeting April 12-15 in Chicago. The focus of the meeting was on creating
academic material—including cases, syllabi, and slides—for use in information
systems and IT audit curriculum across the world.
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lasting impact

Manju Ahuja, assistant professor of
information systems, has been appointed to a three-year term as associate
editor of Information Systems Research, a
leading INFORMS journal. She has
also joined the editorial board of the
Journal of the Association of Information
Systems for a special issue.
Vijay Khatri, assistant professor of information systems, had two papers he
co-authored published recently in two
leading business journals. “On Augmenting Database Design-Support Environments to Capture the Geo-SpatioTemporal Data Semantics” appeared in
Information Systems and “Understanding
Conceptual Schemas: Exploring the
Role of Application and IS Domain
Knowledge” was printed in Information
Systems Research.Vijay also participated
in a discussion panel on “advances in
conceptual modeling” at America’s
Conference on Information Systems
Aug. 12 in Omaha, Nebraska.

Gone, but not forgotten
A dinner ceremony was held April
19 for five retiring faculty members
on the Bloomington campus:
Daniel DeHayes, professor of
business administration; Michele
Fratianni, chair and professor of
business economics & public policy;
George Hettenhouse, professor of
finance; C. Randall Powell, clinical
professor of business administration;
and Gerald Salamon, Alva L. Prickett
chair and professor of accounting.
Kelley appreciates the contribution
these professors have made to the
school over the years and wishes
them well in their future endeavors.
www . kelle y . iu . edu

Charles Dhanaraj, associate professor
of management at Kelley Indianapolis,
has joined the editorial board of Management International Review, a journal
that focuses on international business
and management issues. Dhanaraj also
chaired the doctoral colloquium at
the Academy of International Business, India Chapter conference held in
New Delhi Feb. 16-19. Additionally,
he presented invited research presentations at the Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore and Indian School of
Business, Hyderabad.
Robert Jamison, professor of accounting at Kelley Indianapolis, had an
article titled “Tax laws provide flexibility—choose wisely,” published in
the Indianapolis Business Journal Feb. 27.
An article by Todd Saxton, associate professor of management at Kelley
Indianapolis, titled “The iron is hot:
the case for starting a business in Indiana,” has been published on the Inside
INdiana Business Web site.

Rex Cutshall, senior lecturer of operations & decision technologies and I-Core
coordinator, and co-authors Srinagesh Gavirneni and Kenneth Schultz from the
Johnson Graduate School of Management at Cornell University, have had a paper
accepted for publication in Interfaces, an international journal of the Institute for
Operations Research and the Management Sciences. The paper, titled “Kelley
School of Business uses Integer Programming to Form Equitable, Cohesive Case
Teams in Integrated Core (I-Core),” describes a method that was developed to aid
the formation of I-Core teams at the Kelley School.
Glen Larsen, professor of finance at Kelley Indianapolis, and Steve Jones, chair of
the MBA program and associate professor of finance at Kelley Indianapolis, had a
paper accepted for publication in the Journal of Financial Education.
Delana Gifford, administrative secretary at Kelley Indianapolis, was nominated
for the 2006 Outstanding Woman Full-Time Staff Award by the IUPUI Office for
Women. Gifford was honored at the 2006 Women’s History Month Leadership
Reception March 29 in Indianapolis.
Several members of the Undergraduate Career Services Office have recently
received awards or appointments. Mark Brostoff, associate director for student
services, has been selected to receive the 2006 Excellence Award for Advancement
of the Profession by the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE)
for his nationally acclaimed career services workshop “Straight Jobs, Gay Lives:
Sexual Orientation and Career Decision Making.” Beth Barnhart, assistant director for recruiting, has been appointed vice president of the Career Development
Professionals of Indiana for 2006-07. Theresa Green-Ervin, associate director
for student services, has been elected to the Midwest Association of Colleges and
Employers (MACE) board as a member of the College Assembly.

Dan Dalton, Harold A. Poling chair
of strategic management and professor
of management, presented a speech
titled “The Leading Edge of Corporate
Governance,” at the inaugural Basic
Industrial Conference March 9 in New
York City. The day-long event focused
on global competitiveness for U.S.
industrial companies.

Andrews named MBA Program’s first associate chair
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Graduate Programs to help craft and
implement a portfolio-style marketing
approach.
Andrews earned her Ph.D. from
University of Wisconsin and was
formerly a faculty member at the
Weatherhead School of Management
at Case Western Reserve University. Since joining the Kelley faculty
in 1999, she has been selected for an
MBA Teaching Excellence Award
three times, won the MBA Innovative
Teaching Award in 2003, and received

IU’s Trustees Teaching Award in
2005. She has published several articles
in leading marketing journals. In 2002,
she established the Center for Brand
Leadership and continues as founding
director of that organization, an effort
that has helped strengthen Kelley’s
relationships with MBA recruiters
from Procter and Gamble, Kimberly
Clark, Nestle, Hallmark, and Toyota,
among other firms.

lasting impact
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Jonlee Andrews, a clinical associate
professor of marketing and director
of the Consumer Marketing Academy
in the MBA program, has been named
Kelley’s first-ever associate chair
of MBA Programs. She will work
with new MBA Program Chair Jim
Wahlen to enhance student recruiting and program marketing efforts.
Andrews will also work with Kelley
Direct, the Evening MBA program in
Indianapolis, and Accounting
Graduate Programs and Systems
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Career Choice
Fund drives home the upside of
staying close to home for future CPAs
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For the Kelley School graduate with
an eye on a career in public accounting the path may seem clear—join a
Big Four firm, develop a niche and
progress down a well-defined career
path until a senior position—or partnership—is achieved. It is certainly
the path many accounting majors
hope to pursue.
But it isn’t the only career path for
a CPA.
Local and regional CPA firms
offer a career, an alternative path, and
a life—that can be much different
from the path often associated with a
Big Four firm. Making this different
path known is the reason for a fund
established at Indiana University to
encourage and promote Indiana CPA
firms to Indiana students, and inform
them about career opportunities at
local and regional CPA firms
The Monroe Shine & Co.
Endowment Fund was
established for just that
purpose. Dale Gettelfinger,
president of the fund’s
namesake firm, says when
he was on the verge
of starting his
accounting career,
the big firm life was
described to him.
“You go off to Chicago.You get some
training and experience.
Then you move around the
country. If you go to Tulsa for oil
industry experience or to San Jose
for electronics industry experience,
you might make a career there. But
for many people, the path was to
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“Everything is going to be in this community. That allows a
person to start a CPA career, but also to start lifetime
relationships in the community as well. Everything you need
to raise a family. That is the big difference as I see it. You
make your career where you are going to make your life.”
make a loop around the country and
end up with a senior position back in
Chicago.”

‘It’s all here’

The lure of travel and big cities is
appealing to many young professionals, Gettelfinger admits. “But
when a person comes to work for a
CPA firm like Monroe Shine, there
will be no geographic transfer,” he
explains. “For one’s entire career here
there is no physical location change.
It’s all here.”
The numbers would seem to
confirm the point. “There are about
350,000 members of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, but only about 11 percent of
them work for the Big Four firms,”
notes Gary M. Bolinger, president
and CEO of the Indiana CPA Society. “So, about 90 percent of the
members work for other than Big
Four firms. There are 40,000 public
accounting firms in the United States,
and then the Big Four. Look at those
numbers and you will see there are
a lot of opportunities other than
Big Four.”

Bolinger says that a number of
surveys show young CPAs are
not always sure what path they
should follow. A survey of young
members of the Indiana CPA
Society noted one of the highest
motivations for becoming a CPA
was an opportunity to travel.
But, at the same time, 89 percent
of those surveyed said they seek
a work-life balance. “I think
local firms can offer a much better
work-life balance,” adds Bolinger. “My sense is these young people are very
interested in interpersonal relationships, and I think at a local or regional firm
they will find themselves working much more closely with clients very early
in their careers. It’s a more personal relationship, and I think a lot of young
people are sensitive to that.”
Monroe Shine Chairman, Bob Shine echoes that sentiment. “Many of our
clients are entrepreneurs, so they are the decision makers.Young people can
make an impact much quicker,” Shine notes. “They will develop expertise
and be relied on by the clients. It is rewarding to be able to help people. We
consult with them—and that is fun.”
“The endowment is the embodiment of our firm’s philosophy” says Joe
Boesing, a Monroe Shine officer who often recruits at Indiana University
Southeast. “One of our challenges is to get the young person from not just
around here, but from Bedford, or Kokomo, or Valparaiso to understand
you can have a career at home if that is what you want.You can have the
professional career you want and still be close to all the important things
in your life.” “Another issue we have to deal with is that many accounting
professors don’t have any local or regional CPA firm experience,” explains
Monroe Shine’s Ray Housel. “We hope to make endowment fund resources
available to faculty, as well as students, to get the word out about CPA careers
in local and regional firms.”
“Indiana’s young people can make a big impact at home. We need more
Indiana young people to stay in Indiana. Indiana’s local and regional CPA
firms offer professional challenges and financial rewards equal to those found
anywhere in the country” says Bob Shine.
kelley
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Graduate
Before 1960
Marvin Barab, BS’47, MBA’51, downsized
from a home in Palos Verdes to a beach
condo in Redondo Beach, Calif.
On Aug. 27, Garland J. Miller, BS’57,
MBA’58, and his wife, Janet (Bailey), BS’55,
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
with family in Pebble Beach, Calif. Garland
founded Miller Financial Group and served
as chair and CEO until his retirement, when
he handed the reins to his daughter. He is a
former board member of the West Michigan
Chapter of the IUAA. Janet was a housewife
and worked part time at Upjohn Co. before
retiring. The Millers live in Portage, Mich.
1960s
John A. Nash, BS’60, MBA’61, of Columbus,
Ind., received a President’s Award from the
IU Alumni Association in December. The
award is the highest honor that the IUAA
bestows on alumni volunteers. Nash served
as chair of the IUAA Board of Managers
in 1991–92 and chaired the campaign that
raised $5.2 million for the renovation of the
DeVault Alumni Center. In 2003, he retired
as president and director of Irwin Financial
Corp. Nash has twice been named a Sagamore of the Wabash.
“After completion of my bachelor’s degree,
I entered the Army as part of my ROTC
obligation,” writes Stanley K. Stern, BS’61,
MBA’64. “I received excellent training and
became an intelligence officer, eventually
assigned to the 116th military intelligence
group in Washington, D.C. In 1963, I returned to IU for my MBA. On the first day
back, I met a young Army captain, William
H. Gourley, MBA’64, who was being sent
to IU for his MBA. We studied together
every day and completed our degrees in
August of 1964. I went into banking and
Bill remained in the Army, rising to the rank
of major general. We have remained close
friends since IU.” Today, Stern is the owner of
S.K. Stern and Associates, a consulting firm
specializing in bringing well-financed startup
businesses to market. He has been in this
business for 20 years. He lives in Bisbee,
Ariz., with his wife, Anna (Rudolph), BA’61,
MS’66. His address is skstern@cableone.net.
Gourley retired from the Army and lives in
Monterey, Calif.
1970s
In its January 2006 issue, Institutional Investor
named R. David Hoover, MBA’70, one of
30
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“The Best CEOs in America.” He scored the
highest in the packaging category. He is chair,
president, and CEO of Ball Corp., headquartered in Broomfield, Colo. Hoover, who lives
in Longmont, Colo., is a former member
of the IU Kelley School of Business Dean’s
Council and the school’s alumni board.
C. Daniel Yates, BA’69, MBA/JD’73, of Indianapolis, is a partner at the law firm of Bose
McKinney & Evans. He is on the Indianapolis
Public Library Foundation’s planned giving
committee and the Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra’s board of directors.
In July, G. Patrick Hoehn, BS’71, MBA’74,
of Jeffersonville, Ind., was elected chair of
the University of Southern Indiana board of
trustees, which he joined in 1998. Hoehn
is president of Cornerstone Group, a realestate development business, and he is a
former member of the Indiana Commission
for Higher Education.
Sarah Robinson Coffin, MBA’77, is president of performance products for Hexion
Specialty Chemicals, formerly known as
Borden Chemicals. She lives in Powell, Ohio.
Forrest L. Didier, MBA’79, accepted
a new role as managing director for Asia
Pacific and Latin America for NetRatings Inc.,
an Internet research firm. He relocated from
Hong Kong to Sydney, Australia, with his wife,
Natalie, and daughter, Kyra. His address is
fdidier@netratings.com.
Jay W. Heck, BS’78, MBA’79, has joined the
public accounting firm of Clifton Gunderson
as partner and commercial practice leader
at its Indianapolis Client Service Center. He
has served on the IUAA Executive Council,
on the IU Kelley School of Business Alumni
Board, and as president of the IUAA Indianapolis Chapter. Heck lives in Carmel, Ind.
1980s
John Y. Chien, MBA’80, of Taipei, Taiwan,
is chair and chief executive officer of CFP
Technology, which designs semiconductor
chips. He welcomes contact from former
classmates, particularly his friends from Accounting 501 and 502 from around 1978 to
1980. His address is john.ys.chien@gmail.com.
Gregory B. Hagedorn, BA’75, MBA’80,
OD’81, is president of the newly formed
chapter of VOSH Kentucky (Volunteer
Optometric Services to Humanity). He has
been a part of 17 missions to provide eye
care to underprivileged people. His private
optometric office is in Henderson, Ky., and
he can be reached at idox@lightpower.net.

“On Aug. 2, Wells Fargo Bank shut down its
investment banking operation where I had
been a managing director,” writes
Theodore R. O’Neill, MBA’88, of New
York City. “We were all given 48 hours
to clear out our offices. Working on Wall
Street is a real test of perseverance. But I
can’t complain. The severance package was
decent. In the meantime, I have restarted a
business my great-great-great grandfather
started in 1840, the Holley Manufacturing
Company, and I am working on the branding.
I had Tiffany & Company redesign the old
logo, but I could use some help with the
Web site design and having a Styrofoam
shipping container made. If you have referrals
for these, please drop me a line at theodore.
oneill@gmail.com.”
Keith F. Moak, MBA’81, of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., is president of Omega Strategy, which he
describes as “a full-service strategic marketing firm committed to the ultimate strategic
solutions and tactical project management.”
Based in South Florida, Omega Strategy
creates and executes marketing strategies for
local, national, and international clients, with
a focus on brand creation, revamping, and
launching.
Frank Y. Samuel, BS’84, MBA’85, is chief
financial officer for Daystar Oil & Gas Corp.
in Austin, Texas. He and his wife, Mary (Letts),
BS’87, live in Austin and can be reached at
frank.samuel@att .net.
In May 2005, Gary J. Dickerman, MBA’86,
of Vienna, Va., received a master of science
degree in environmental sciences and policy
from John Hopkins University in Baltimore.
He is a telecommunications consultant for
TEOCO Corp. in Fairfax, Va.
The January 2006 edition of Florida Trend
magazine included an article on Kim Jones,
MBA’89, of Jupiter, Fla. Jones shared insights
on successful selling and marketing she has
learned as a sales trainer and consultant
with ProActive Training Consulting in West
Palm Beach. Her address is kimjones@alumni.
indiana.edu.
Jean M. Hodge, MBA’89, is marketing
director for Ireland Cancer Clinic of the University Hospital Health Systems in Cleveland.
She lives with her husband, Terry R. Williams,
in Shaker Heights, Ohio.
1990s
David J. Doedtman, MBA’92, of Effingham,
Ill., is treasurer for Consolidated Communications. His address is ddoedtman92@alumni.
indiana.edu.
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Joe Hensler, BS’91, MBA’92, has assumed a
new role as associate director of global training and development at Procter & Gamble
Co. in Cincinnati. He and his wife, Becky, have
two children, Sarah, 3, and Daniel, 1. A former member of the IUAA Executive Council,
he writes that he and Becky are “very proud
that Sarah has learned how to sing the IU
fight song.”
Paul H. Spitz, MBA’95, of San Francisco,
is starting a Great Frame Up franchise in
San Mateo, Calif. He planned to open the
custom picture-framing store in December.
He encourages all IU alumni in the Bay Area
to drop by with diplomas, photographs, artwork, and signed Keith Smart jerseys and get
them framed. The store’s Web site is www.
sanmateo.thegreatframeup.com.
Omar E. Diaz, MBA’96, has been promoted to senior vice president of the basic
industrial investment banking group at Houlihan Lokey Howard & Zukin in Chicago.
Jeffrey K. Woford, MBA’96, is relocating to
Cleveland with Eaton Corp., but for now, he
is working out of his home in Little Rock, Ark.
He travels throughout the Americas working
on projects.
Derek Bowen, BS’92, MBA’98, is marketing director at Sara Lee in Chicago. His wife,
Christina, BSN’94, is taking time off from
her nursing career to stay at home with their
children, Megan and Danielle, who was born
in November. The Bowens live in Downers
Grove, Ill.
2000s
“I’m having a blast reconnecting with friends
and family.” After four years of marketing and selling cars and trucks, Rachel M.
Sims, Cert/MBA’01, returned to Indiana to
become a real-estate professional. She works
with Re/Max Preferred in Fishers and can be
reached at rachelsims@remax.net.

Maj. Christopher B. Anderson, BA’94,
MBA’03, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, works for
Rockwell Collins Marketing and flies B-52s
in the U.S. Air Force Reserve. His address is
cahoosier@mchsi.com.
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Thomas G. Reiter, BA’73, MBA’05, of
Novi, Mich., is senior account manager for
the automotive and appliance industry unit
of ExxonMobil Chemical Co. in Farmington
Hills, Mich. He is responsible for marketing
polymers to Japanese automobile manufacturers and their suppliers. In August 2005,
Reiter earned an MBA through IU’s Kelley
Direct program. He previously earned a
master of engineering degree in technical
Japanese from the University of Wisconsin–Madison and a postgraduate bachelor’s
degree in Japanese language and culture
from Madonna University in Livonia, Mich.
He retired Jan. 1 and planned to seek a new
career in which he can employ his Kelley
MBA and his education and background in
Japanese language and culture. His address is
tgreiter@iupui.edu.

Undergraduate
Before 1960
Joseph O. Ricke, BS’43, writes that he and
his wife, Betty R. (Davis), BA’43, are “both
retired and in good health.” They moved to
Columbus, Ind., in 1958, where Ricke started
at Culligan Water Co. as part-owner and
manager. He became sole owner of the
company in 1967 and sold the business
in 1998.
James R. Baker, BS’49, is a senior agent for
Northwestern Mutual Insurance Network
in Indianapolis. He and his wife, Mary “Kitty”
(Morrison), BA’48, live in Indianapolis.
“After reading about friends, it occurred to
me that I haven’t updated myself,” writes
Gilbert F. Kett, BS’57, of Carmel, Ind., who
served in the Marine Corps from 1951 to
1954. He was sales-and-marketing manager
before retiring from a 38-year career at
Ryerson Steel. Kett chairs the board of
governors for Five Seasons Country &
Sports Club Indianapolis. He was honored
with a Rotary Outstanding Service Award
and was celebrity guest in Carmel’s July 4,
2005, parade.
Don R. Goddard, BS’58, a retired insurance manager, writes that he is “hanging in
there.” He lives in Charlotte, N.C.
Robert P. Kassing, BS’59, JD’64, a partner
and practicing attorney at Bose McKinney

& Evans in Indianapolis, was named to the
2006–07 edition of The Best Lawyers in
America. He is a former member of the
IUAA Executive Council and the IU School
of Law–Bloomington Alumni Board.
1960s
Mac H. Crosbie, BS’62, of Cape Canaveral,
Fla., owns Mac Crosbie Real Estate. For the
past 13 years, he has served as finance officer for American Legion Post 348 in Cape
Canaveral.
Lawrence L. Swearingen, BS’64, was
CEO of Blessing Hospital for 33 years before
retiring last year. He continues his part-time
role of political advocacy and fundraising and
lives in Quincy, Ill., and Sedona, Ariz. His address is lswearingen@blessinghospital.org.
David O.Tittle, BS’64, JD’67, a partner
in the business litigation group of Bingham
McHale in Indianapolis, has been recognized
in the 2006 edition of The Best Lawyers in
America, a peer-reviewed national publication.
He also was voted among the top one percent of lawyers in Indiana in the 2005 peer
voting for Super Lawyers magazine. He lives
in Indianapolis, and his address is dtittle@
binghammchale.com.
Larry R. Fisher, BS’65, JD’68, has been
appointed chair of the honors committee of
the Indiana State Bar Association. He is a law
partner at Stuart & Branigin in Lafayette, Ind.
Daniel D. Mosca Sr., BS’65, has been
named to the board of trustees at Guilford
College, Greensboro, N.C. Mosca is the
founder and president of several propertyleasing and nursing-home management
companies in North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Kansas, and Missouri. He lives in
Raleigh, N.C.
William R. Hipp, BS’66, is a retired Air
Force colonel living in Rancho Mirage, Calif.
He writes, “The second reunion of U.S. Air
Force scholarship, Airman’s Education and
Commissioning Program, will be held this
fall with a Carribean/Mexican cruise, starting
on Oct. 22. If you were in AECP at IU and
graduated between the summers of 1965
and 1968, you may want to join this event to
see some long-lost friends. Our first reunion
was two years ago in Las Vegas, and everyone had a great time reliving our IU days
and our subsequent experiences in the U.S.
Air Force.” Hipp lives in Rancho Mirage, Calif.
Tom Kilrain, BS’66, has relocated from the
Reno-Lake Tahoe area to Brownsburg, Ind.
He was with Xerox Corp. for 28 years before joining HPS Office Systems as the hosclass notes
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Larry T. Schmitt, MBA’02, and Jennifer
L. (Thompson), BSN’98, of Green Bay,
Wis., write, “We adopted a son, named
Nathan Sergei, from Russia in June 2005.”
Nathan was born on April 17, 2004. Larry is
a senior associate brand manager at Good
Humor-Breyers Ice Cream. Jennifer works
part time as a triage nurse in the orthopedic
department of Prevea Health Network in
Green Bay.

Gail R. Kimbell, MPA’04, is an accounting tutor and adjunct faculty member in
accounting at Ivy Tech Community College
in Bloomington, Ind. She lives in Bloomington
and can be reached at grkimbell@yahoo.com.
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pital/health-care specialist, primarily handling
all the Clarian Health Partners locations in
Indiana. His address is kilraint@msn.com.
R.Thomas Bodkin, BS’67, JD’73, of
Newburgh, Ind., is president-elect of the
Defense Trial Counsel of Indiana. He is a
partner with Bamberger Foreman Oswald &
Hahn in Evansville, Ind. He has been elected
to the national board of directors of the
Alzheimer’s Association.
Alan H. Cohen, BS’69, JD’73, will be
inducted into the Sporting Goods Industry
Hall of Fame during the hall’s 50th-anniversary ceremony in May. He is co-founder of
the Finish Line and has served as its chief
executive officer and chair of the board of
directors since 1982. He was also the company’s president until 2003. Cohen serves
on the Board of Visitors for the IU School
of Law–Indianapolis and on the Dean’s
Advisory Council for the Kelley School of
Business. He lives in Indianapolis.
1970s
Richard L. Kaplan, BS’70, of Savoy, Ill., is
the Peer and Sarah Pedersen Professor of
law at the University of Illinois. An internationally recognized teacher and researcher
in federal income taxation, he developed
one of the nation’s first courses on elder
law, which deals with the legal and financial
implications of aging.
Mark T. McDermott, BS’70, JD’74, of
Kensington, Md., opened a new law office
in Washington, D.C. He practices in areas
of adoption law, aviation law, and litigation.
McDermott is a past president of the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys and
the National Transportation Safety Board Bar
Association. His address is
mcdermott@mtm-law.com.
Philip L. Morphew, BS’70, is executive
vice president of Health Care Excel. After
volunteering in the U.S. Peace Corps to help
combat HIV/AIDS in Zimbabwe, Morphew established a social entrepreneurship,
African Horizon. He imports Zimbabwean
art, purchased directly from the artists, and
uses the proceeds for projects in Africa. In
Zimbabwe, African Horizon has provided
books to a school in Gweru, a small city
near the center of the country, and financial
support to an HIV/AIDS support center and
hospice service. He is a founding director of
the James Q. Cannon Foundation and serves
as a director of the American Health Quality
Association. He lives and works in Indianapolis. His son, Louie, is a 1995 graduate of IU
Bloomington.
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K. Douglas Deck, BS’71, MS’76, of
Traverse City, Mich., is president and chief
executive officer of Munson Healthcare, a
not-for-profit health-care system that serves
patients from 32 counties in northern
Michigan. Deck was previously an executive
at Samaritan Health Partners and Good
Samaritan Hospital in Dayton, Ohio, and
was president of the Dayton Chapter of the
IUAA for most of the 1980s.
Thomas Bunger, BS’73, JD’76 has been
selected as a 2006 Indiana Super Lawyer by
Law & Politics magazine. He is a partner at
the law firm Bunger & Robertson in Bloomington, Ind. He is an I-Man in football.
Desmond C. Wong, BS’73, is Ernst &
Young Americas (Chicago) China subject
matter expert. He provides decision support
to clients in the Americas and China. Wong
is on the board of the IU Foundation and
the Kelley School Dean’s Advisory Council.
He is a former president and director of the
Kelley School Alumni Association. He and
his late wife, Karen, established IU athletics
and Kelley School scholarship endowments.
Wong lives in Northbrook, Ill., with his children, Katy and Justin.
Roosevelt Haywood III, BS’74, received
a President’s Award from the IU Alumni
Association in December. The award is the
highest honor that the IUAA bestows on
alumni volunteers. He is president and CEO
of Haywood and Fleming Associates in Gary,
Ind. Haywood chaired the Neal-Marshall
Alumni Club’s Reunion XVII committee and
serves on the club’s executive council. He
is active in the Northwest Indiana Chapter
of the IUAA and is president of Leadership
Northwest Indiana.
Valorie Cook Carpenter, BS’75, was
elected to the Los Altos (Calif.) City Council
in 2005. She is the principal of her own
marketing consulting practice, Market Savvy
Consulting Group. Carpenter’s address is
vcarpenter@aol.com.
Charles D. Sheets, BS’75, is director of
business development for the Americas at
Goodrich. He lives in Macedonia, Ohio, near
Cleveland.
John A. Land, BS’76, of Logansport, Ind.,
has been appointed to Indiana’s Environmental Crimes Task Force by Gov. Mitch
Daniels. Land represents the state’s forestproducts industry on the commission, which
was created in 2005. He is chief financial officer of Cole Hardwood and Indiana Dimension in Logansport and past president of the
Indiana Hardwood Lumbermen’s Association.

Land serves as secretary on the board of the
Cass County (Ind.) Chapter of the IUAA.
Thomas L. Knox, BS’77, writes, “I started a
new career with W. Newell & Co., a brandnew specialty produce company owned by
SuperValu. Our facility is located in Champaign,
Ill. I am a customer account manager and will
continue to reside in Indianapolis. It’s been
very exciting being part of a startup company.”
His address is Tom.L.Knox@wnewell.com.
Thomas E. Lewis, BS’78, of Vincentown, N.J.,
is president and owner of Boston Harbour,
which serves all major department stores
in the United States. His son attends IU
Bloomington. Lewis can be reached at tlewis@
bostonharbour.net.
Joseph D. Foley, BS’79, is vice president
of sales for Corporate Disk Co., a CD/DVD
replication facility. He lives in Algonquin, Ill.
Mark A. Garman, BS’79, was promoted
to manager of special projects for SunGard
Adaptiv. He and his wife, Holly, live in Port
Washington, N.Y.
Russell G. Lloyd Jr., BS’79, of Evansville, Ind.,
is senior director at Kruse Dicus & Associates,
a CPA firm. Named a Sagamore of the Wabash by former Indiana Gov. Joe Kernan, Lloyd
served as mayor of Evansville from 2000 to
2003. He taught political science as an adjunct
professor at the University of Evansville and is
a former treasurer and board member of the
Greater Evansville Chapter of the IUAA. He
and his wife, Theresa, have been married for
21 years. Their son, Russell Joseph, is a student
at the University of Southern Indiana, and their
new grandson, William R. Lloyd, was born on
Dec. 28, 2004.
Kermit Sandorf, BS’79, celebrated his 21st
year as customer sales manager with Kraft
Foods Inc. He and his wife, Mary “Beth”
(Carroll), BS’79, live in Lake St. Louis, Mo.
1980s
Kenneth J.Van Winkle, BS’80, has joined
TBM Consulting Group, which specializes in
helping companies implement the principles
of Lean, also known as the Toyota Production
System. He lives with his wife, Sara, and their
sons, Cody, Preston, and Cameron, in Santa
Claus, Ind. He can be reached at kvanwinkle@
tbmcg.com.
Bobbi J. Carney, BS’81, owns the Bloomington, Ind., branch of Mortgage Masters, which,
she reports, has been in successful operation for more than two years. Her address is
wbcarney@insightbb.com.
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Martin J. Heiny, BS’81, is president of
Grabill Cabinet Co. in Grabill, Ind. He was
promoted to the position in May 2005. He
and his wife, Debbie (Oliver), BS’84, live in
Fort Wayne, Ind. Their address is mdheiny@
msn.com.

Donald A. Shapiro, BS’85, is in business with two other IU alumni, Gregory
J. Nieder, BS’92, and Bryan S. Sullivan,
BA’93, in Chicago. They have an investment
company, Foresite Investment Holdings,
and an operating company, Foresite Realty
Partners, focused on the buying, selling, leas“I may be living in Texas, but Indiana is still my
ing, development, and asset management of
home and IU the only school,” writes Greta
real
estate in the Midwest. Shapiro writes,
Gerberding Cowart, BS’82, JD’85, of Dallas.
“We are considering hiring some interns
She was one of 20 employee-benefits attorwho can receive credit. We want interns
neys nationwide to be selected as fellows of
from the Chicago area, preferably studying
the American College of Employee Benefits
business with a finance or real-estate focus.”
Counsel in 2005. Cowart is a partner at
Shapiro has taught courses at Michigan State
Haynes and Boone, where she works in the
University, the University of Illinois, and the
employee benefits and executive compensaUniversity of Chicago Law School. He lives
tion practice. She is chair-elect of the emin Highland Park, Ill., and can be reached at
ployee benefits committee of the tax section
shapiro_don@yahoo.com.
of the American Bar Association.
Jennifer K. Wilfong, BS’86, has worked at
When it comes to carpet cleaning, Richard
construction-equipment manufacturer Cat“Ed” Frutig, BS’82, is cleaning up. His Chemerpillar Inc. for 20 years. She is a marketing
Dry franchise, which he started in 1987, was
and project manager at the company’s headchosen as 2005 Franchise of the Year, beating
quarters in Peoria, Ill. Wilfong, an I-Woman
out more than 4,000 other Chem-Dry
in basketball, writes, “I launched the Can Do
franchises in the United States. In 2004, he re4:13 Scholarship Fund in November 2002.
ceived the Perpetual Excellence Award from
We now have more than 270 inner-city kids
Chem-Dry, the world’s largest carpet-cleaning
in Peoria that are guaranteed $1,000 scholfranchise. Frutig lives in Elkhart, Ind.
arships
when they graduate from high school.
Mark J. Morrison, BS’82, is president of
We are partnering with some schools at IU
Hallmark Financial Services in Fort Worth,
Bloomington to get these Peoria students to
Texas. He lives in Dallas and can be reached
IU during the summer for a weeklong preat mmorrison@hallmarkgrp.com.
college program.” She lives in Washington, Ill.
Howard A. Hammersley, BS’84, of
Lisa G. Comerchero Jacobs, BS’87, is an
Glenview, Ill., is director of specialty beverage
office
manager for GDA Real Estate Services,
sales for Cadbury Schweppes. He is former
Englewood, Colo. Her husband, Larry,
president of the Pittsburgh and Columbus,
OD’90, has a private optometry practice.
Ohio, chapters of the IUAA. Hammersley
and his wife, Tami, have two daughters, Lauren, They have two children and live in Highlands
Ranch, Colo. Lisa’s address is
3, and Jessica, 1.
lisajacobs9@comcast.net.
Keith A. Jack, BS’84, is a sales manager for
Cynthia M. Klinger, BS’88, of Orlando,
W.W. Grainger Inc. An I-Man in swimming, he
Fla., is a partner with KPMG. A CPA, she
lives in Lake St. Louis, Mo.
provides advisory services to public sector
After 21 years in public and corporate acclients in the Orlando area.
counting, Dianne Morris Perlman, BS’84,
Michael A.Tuckerman, BS’89, was
has changed careers. She is an executive repromoted to U.S. director of sales for AF
cruiter specializing in accounting and finance
Surgical, St. Jude Medical. He works out of
in the New York City metro area. Perlman
his home in Windermere, Fla., while the
lives in Westchester County, N.Y., and has a
daughter, 13, and a son, 11. Her address is
medical device company’s new office is
dperlman@abacusnyc.com.
under construction in Orlando.

David A. Grossman, BS’85, is an SEC audit
partner at Malone & Bailey, which specializes
in serving small, public companies. He lives
in Houston and can be reached at david@
malone-bailey.com.
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J.D. Denny, BS’90, MA’01, of Bloomington,
Ind., was named managing editor of the
Indiana Alumni Magazine in August. He joined
the magazine in August 2002 as assistant editor and advertising manager. His address is
josdenny@indiana.edu.

Gregory R. Wright, Cert/BS’90, of Greenwood, Ind., received a President’s Award
from the IU Alumni Association in December. The award is the highest honor that the
IUAA bestows on alumni volunteers. Wright
is a territory sales representative for Jostens
College Division. An I-Man in basketball at
IUPUI, he is a member of the IUAA Executive Council, president of the IUPUI Jaguars
Letter Club, and first vice president of the
Jaguars Athletic Club. Wright previously
worked for IUPUI in athletics development
and alumni relations.
Loretta Young Heidorn, BS’91, is
manager of continuous improvement
and productivity for Vectren. A certified
public accountant, she is married to Robert
Heidorn and has a child, Johnnie, and two
stepchildren, Laura and Rachael. She lives
in Evansville, Ind., and can be reached at
lyheidorn@vectren.com.
After completing an MBA at Georgia State
University in 1997, Michelle Ehrlich Lane,
BS’91, rejoined Oracle Corp. She works
in application sales consulting, Southeast
region support, mid-market customers. Lane
has two children, Jake and Sara, and lives in
Marietta, Ga.
Michael T. Mann, BS’91, and his wife,
Lisa (Geuder), BS’91, welcomed new son
Nathan to their family in June. Nathan has
two older sisters, Natalie and Nicole. The
Manns live in Bloomington, Ind., and Michael
is president of the Monroe County Chapter
of the IUAA.
Michael K. Britten, BS’92, of Woodbury,
Minn., is legal counsel for the Uponor North
America region. Uponor is an international
supplier of plumbing and heating systems
for the residential and commercial
building markets.
Cyndi Estlin Ginsburg, BS’92, was
promoted to technical services manager
in the Midwest national service center of
Automatic Data Processing Inc. in Elk Grove
Village, Ill. She and her husband, Sandy, have
a son, Aaron, who was born on Jan. 27, 2004.
They live in Barrington, Ill., and she can be
reached at ginsburgc@yahoo.com.
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In October, James P. Davis, BS’85, retired
from the U.S. Navy, with the rank of commander, after 20 years of service. He lives in
West Chester, Ohio.

Rebecca Winder Lyne, BA’90, BS’91,
of Chicago, is corporate controller for CareerBuilder.com. Her address is rcwinder@
gmail.com.
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Mitchell Greenberg, Cert’92, BA’94, is
vice president of TD Securities, a division of
Toronto Dominion Bank. He works in New
York City as a foreign-exchange trader. He
and his wife, Stefanie L. (Felrice), BA’95,
have a daughter, Madeleine Chase Greenberg, born Oct. 6. Stefanie is a manager of
conference sponsorships for a health-care
company in Norwalk, Conn. She also freelances as an event coordinator for professional figure skating shows. The Greenbergs
live in Fairfield, Conn.
I-Man, two-time Olympian, and decade-long
dominant distance runner Bob Kennedy,
BS’92, retired from racing in January 2006.
He co-owns The Running Co.—there are
three stores in the Indianapolis area—and
co-chairs the local organizing committee for
the U.S. Track and Field Championships that
will be held at IUPUI in June and in 2007.
Kennedy and his wife, Melina Maniatis,
BA’91, JD/MS’95, an I-Woman in track, now
run after their 1-year-old twins, Marcus and
Sophia.
Lori Schneider Goodman, BS’92, has a
new daughter, Merrit Goodman, born on
Dec. 7. Goodman is a group manager of
point-of-sale and temporary displays for
Frito-Lay in Plano, Texas.
Tracy L. Luekens, Cert/BS’92, is the
director of merchandise and advertising
for Macy’s Midwest, based in St. Louis. She
oversees fine jewelry.
Wayne A. Wilson, BS’92, is director of
delivery services for the information technology consulting firm Baytree Associates in
Charlotte, N.C. He is pursuing a master’s in
technology management at the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. Wilson lives in
Pittsburgh and can be reached at wwilson@
alumni.indiana.edu.
Christopher J. Holder, BS’93, is a
speculator/hedge-fund manager. An I-Man
in football, he and his wife, Annemieke, have
been married for 10 years. She studied at
SPEA as an exchange student from the
Netherlands in the fall semester of 1992.
Now Annemieke is active in the Mothers
of Preschoolers in Florida. The Holders
have two daughters, Michelle and Juliette,
and a son, Mack. They live in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla., and can be reached at flholder@
earthlink.net.
Stephen W. Martin, BS’93, JD’96, practices estate planning with Wachovia’s wealthmanagement group in Jacksonville, Fla.
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“I’m in the Executive MBA program at the
Babcock Graduate School of Business at
Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem,
N.C., and will be done in December,” writes
Allison E. Shelton, BS’94, of Mooresville,
N.C. “Because I am balancing MBA school
with full-time work, I cannot begin to tell
you how much I envy my undergraduate
days when my sole focus was school! What
did I do with all that extra time? November
marked my 11th anniversary with Lowe’s
[home improvement stores]. I am at the
corporate office near Charlotte and am a
buyer in major appliances. I can be reached
at allison4iu@yahoo.com.”
Kristine Markovich Alpi, BA’95, MLS/
Cert’96, of the Bronx, N.Y., is associate library director at the Samuel J. Wood Library
at Cornell University’s Weill Medical College.
Chad E. Decker, BS’95, has been promoted to director of marketing at Health
Resources Inc., in Evansville, Ind. He can be
reached at cdecker@hri-dho.com.
Tyson J. Hurst, BS’95, is a practice director
of finance for Ernst & Young’s transaction
advisory services in Chicago. He lives in
Forest Park, Ill.
In January, Jeffrey D. Jones, BS’95, was
promoted from vice president to associate
director of investment banking at Sandler
O’Neill & Partners. He and his wife, Alexa
(Brill), BA’96, MSW’98, live in Chicago.
Todd A. Kleinke, BS’95, and his wife, Lisa
(Hoover), BA’95, have a son, Max Allen.
Born on April 23, 2005, Max is their first
child. Todd is an account executive with ACS
Inc., and Lisa is a real-estate associate with
Century 21 Realty Group–McCoun. They
live in Carmel, Ind., and can be reached at
lisa@homesbylisa.net.
Paul B. Matthews, BS’95, BA’97, received
an MBA from the McCombs School of
Business at the University of Texas at Austin
on May 21. He lives in Austin and can be
reached at pbmatthews@yahoo.com.
Justin T. Stieler, BS’96, is a special agent
assigned to the counterfeit squad of the U.S.
Secret Service’s Los Angeles field office. He
lives in Santa Monica, Calif.
Brian D.Yeley, BS’96, JD’99, and Susan
Barker Yeley, BA’99, have moved back to
Bloomington, Ind., where he works for the
IU Foundation. Their daughter, Anna Grace
Yeley, was born on Aug. 24. Susan will look
for work in interior design in early 2006 and
can be reached at sbyeley@yahoo.com.

Peter M. George, BS’97, of Whippany, N.J., is
a treasury analyst for Cambrex Corp. in East
Rutherford, N.J.
Sarah Hoecker Sands, BS’97, of Royersford,
Pa., is the Web site marketing manager for the
American College. She is attending Penn State
University part time to earn an MBA.
D.Tyson Jominy, BS’98, graduated with an
MBA from the University of Chicago in 2004.
He works in corporate finance for an oil-field
services company in Houston. He lives in Kingwood, Texas, and can be reached at tjominy@
hotmail.com.
Eugene M. Klionskiy, BS’98, is a credit
analyst supervisor for First Bank in Mount
Prospect, Ill. He and his wife, Supriya, live in
Chicago and can be reached at eklionskiy@
hotmail.com.
Working at the Accenture office in Munich,
Germany, Sascha A. Reining, BS’98, is a communications and high-tech sales director. He is
also responsible for alliance management with
the German-speaking companies of Austria
and Switzerland.
Mark A. Springer, BS’98, is a fund controller at a private equity firm in Chicago. His
wife, Jennifer (Patton), BS’98, is a certified
public accountant. She worked in accounting
after college and has worked in real estate for
the past three years. Many of their friends in
Chicago are IU alumni, and they try to follow
IU athletics. The Springers have a pair of young
Hoosier fans, Andrew Allan and Katelyn Grace,
who were born on May 9.
Brian L. Dell, BS’99, is a commercial real-estate sales and leasing executive in Indianapolis.
2000s
Cristopher D. Kennedy, BS’00, and his wife,
Sarah C. Bauer, BS’00, report that they are
happily married and living in Chicago.
Julie M. Lamb, BS’01, of Atlanta, is a branch
manager for Wise Foods. She serves on the
The editor gratefully acknowledges the
assistance of the Indiana University
Alumni Association in compiling class notes.
To submit information, write to the Alumni
Association at 1000 E. 17th St., Bloomington,
IN 47408, or visit the IUAA on the Web
at www.alumni.indiana.edu.
Due to space limitations, Class Notes submissions from IUAA dues-paying members
are given priority in this issue.
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A Lifetime Relationship
Lyle, a Kelley School graduate, encourages prospective
board of the Atlanta Chapter of the IUAA.
student Danielle to apply to the Kelley School of Business.
Jeremiah N. “JB” Bolander, BS’01, is accounting manager for the roofing contractor Insley Systems and accounting manager
in the financial reporting department of
Duke Company Realty, both in Indianapolis.
He lives in McCordsville.

Danielle is accepted and receives annual financial
assistance through a donor-funded scholarship.

Danielle graduates and decides to become 1)
Business Alumni Association annual member

On June 25, 2005, Aaron E. Lange, BS’01,
married Jessica L. Gettelfinger, BS’02.
They live in Houston, where he works for
ExxonMobil and she works for the CPA
firm McDonald Fox & Lund. The Langes can
be reached at jgettelfinger@yahoo.com.

Natalie R. Berger, BS’02, was promoted
to assistant marketing manager at Spencer Stuart in Chicago. She started at the
a Kelley
School
offirm as a summer intern in
executive
search
and was
subsequently
and 2)June
an 2002
annual
fund
donor. hired as a
marketing coordinator.

The wedding of Kelly Walsh Buckland,
BS’02, and Benjamin D. Buckland, BS’02,
included “I do” and IU. They were married on Oct. 14, 2005, at St. Mary’s Roman
Catholic Church in Manhasset, N.Y. The
Danielle participates in a Kelley alumni event, wherereception
she meets
Gloria
followed
at TriBeCa Rooftop
in New Danielle
York City. IU for
alumni and students
and Vivian, fellow Kelley alums and donors. They recruit
in the wedding party were groomsmen
a new job opening.
David P. Von Wiegandt, BS’02, Ryan W.
Jensen, BS’03, and Jay Walsh; ushers Ryan
J. Duncan, BS’02, and Robert W. Antrim,
Cert’03, BS’03; bridesmaid Anna Buckland;
and reader
Donna E. DeMille, BS’02. Following the
Danielle returns to campus and engages current students
ceremony, the husband and wife were
by giving a presentation on “Ten Steps to a Successful
Career.”
introduced
to the tune of the IU fight
song. The Bucklands are graduates of the
Kelley School of Business, where they both
majored in computer information systems,
business process management, and operation and production management. Kelly is a
system validation specialist, and
After her speaking engagement, Danielle makes thecomputer
decision
to
Ben is an IT systems analyst for Roche Diagincrease her financial support of the Kelley School and
also
to become
nostics
in Indianapolis.
They live in Fishers,
Ind.,
and
can
be
reached
at kwalsh@alumni.
a life member of the Alumni Association.
indiana.edu.
Ian G. Essling, BS’02, lives in Bloomington,
Ind., and is a senior partner at Innovative
Financial Solutions. He and his business
partner provide investment advisory
services and financial planning to more than
300 individuals and businesses. Essling can
be reached
iessling@hotmail.com.
To make a gift, go online at www.kelley.iu.edu/dev/giving/give.cfm or fill out the enclosed
giftatcard

Make Your Impact on the Kelley School of Business Today!

www.kelley.iu.edu/alumni/membership.cfm, or call the Alumni Programs Office at 812.855.6340.
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Thomas S. Clary II, BS’02, graduated law
school, passed the bar, and is working for
Wright Shagley & Lowery in Terre Haute,
Further details about Alumni Association membership and an online application formInd.
areHis
available
address is at
tclary17@aol.com.

form. Call the Office of Development at 812.855.9000 for assistance.

Top Ten
Business School

Congratulations.
You’ve always known we’re good. But did you know
how good? The Indiana University Kelley School of
Business has just earned a place in the Top 10
of BusinessWeek’s ﬁrst ever undergraduate business
school rankings. So give Kelley a place of honor on your
résumé. We’ve earned it.
For more information about the BusinessWeek rankings,
visit www.kelley.iu.edu.
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